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A bstract
This thesis is concerned with the formulation and the explicit solution of two impulse stochas­
tic control problems that axe motivated by applications in the area of sequential investment 
decisions. Each of the two problems considers a stochastic system whose uncontrolled state 
dynamics are modelled by a general one-dimensional Ito diffusion. In the first of the two 
problems, the control that can be applied to the system takes the form of one-sided impul­
sive action, and the associated objective is to maximise a performance criterion th a t rewards 
high values of the utility derived from the system’s controlled state and penalises the ex­
penditure of any control effort. Potential applications of this model arise in the area of real 
options where one has to balance the sunk costs incurred by investment against their re­
sulting uncertain cashflows. The second model is concerned with the so-called buy-low and 
sell-high investment strategies. In this context, an investor aims at maximising the expected 
discounted cash-flow that can be generated by sequentially buying and selling one share of 
a given asset at fixed transaction costs. Both of the control problems are solved in a closed 
analytic form and the associated optimal control strategies are completely characterised. The 
main results are illustrated by means of special cases tha t arise when the uncontrolled system 
dynamics are a geometric Brownian motion or a mean-reverting square-root process such as 
the one in the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross interest rate model.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the formulation and the explicit solution of two impulse stochas­
tic control problems that are motivated by applications in the area of sequential investment 
decisions. Each of the two problems considers a stochastic system whose uncontrolled state 
dynamics are modelled by a general one-dimensional Ito diffusion. In the first of the two 
problems, the control that can be applied to the system takes the form of one-sided impulsive 
action, and the associated objective is to maximise a performance criterion tha t rewards high 
values of the utility derived from the system’s controlled state and penalises the expenditure 
of any control effort. The second model is concerned with the so-called buy-low and sell-high 
investment strategies.
In our first problem we consider a stochastic system whose state is modelled by the con­
trolled, one-dimensional, positive Ito diffusion
dX t = b{Xt) dt 4- dZt +  <j{Xt ) dWu X Q =  a: > 0,
where IE is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion and the controlled process Z  is 
a caglad increasing process. The objective of the optimisation problem is to maximise the 
performance criterion
JX{Z) = E
5
r  e~A‘m h(Xt )dt -  V  ( c f  + f AZ‘ k(Xt  + s)ds )
Jo (>0 \  Jo ) . ( 1 -1)
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over all admissible choices of Z, where
=  f  r (x v) dv,
Jo
and Cf > 0 is a fixed cost. This stochastic impulse control problem arise in various fields. 
In the context of mathematical finance, economics and operations research, notable contri­
butions include Harrison, Sellke and Tayor [HST83], Mundaca and 0ksendal [M098], Korn 
[KORN99], Cadenillas [?], Bar-Ilan, Sulem and Zanello [BSZ02], Bar-Ilan, Perry and Stadje 
[BPS02], Ohnishi and Tsujimura [OT06], Cadenillas, Sarkar and Zapatero [CSZ07], and 
other references therein. Also, models motivated by the optimal management of renewable 
resources have been studied by Alvarez [ALV04], and Alvarez and Koskela [AK07]. In view 
of the wide range of applications, the mathematical theory of stochastic impulse control is 
well-developed: for instance, see Lepeltier and Marchal [LM84], Pertham e [PER84], Dje- 
hiche, Hamadene and Hdhiri [DHH10], as well as the books by Bensoussan and Lions [B68], 
0ksendal and Sulem [OS07], Pham  [PHAM07], and several references therein. The stochas­
tic control problem that we solve is motivated by the following application that arises in the 
context of the so-called goodwill problem. A company considers the timing of launching a 
new product that they have developed. Prior to launching it in a given market, the company 
attribute an image to the product based on the m arket’s attitudes to similar products, the 
new product’s quality differences from existing products, and the company’s own image in the 
market. We use the process X  to model the evolution in time of the product’s image. In this 
context, the process Z represents the effect of costly interventions, such as advertising, that 
the company can make to raise the product’s image. The company’s objective is to maximise 
their utility from launching the product minus their ” dis-utility” associated with the cost 
of intervention and the cost of waiting. In particular, the company aims at maximising the 
performance index defined by (1.1) over all intervention strategies Z  and launching times r  .
Optimal control problems addressing this type of application have attracted significant 
interest in the literature for about half a century. Most of the models th a t have been studied 
in this area involve deterministic control and can be traced back to Nerlove and Arrow [NA62] 
(see Buratto and Viscolani [BV02] and the references therein). More realistic models in 
which the product’s image evolves randomly over time have also been proposed and studied 
(see Feichtinger, Hartl and Sethi [FHS94] for a review and Marinelli [?] for some more 
recent references). In particular, Marinelli [?] considers extensions of the classical Nerlove 
and Arrow model, and studies a class of problems that involve linear dynamics of the state 
process, absolutely continuous control and linear or quadratic payoff functions. Also, Jack,
6
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Johnson and Zervos [JJZ08] study the singular stochastic control version of the problem that 
we solve here.
In the second problem we consider an asset with price process X  th a t is modelled by the 
one-dimensional Ito diffusion
d X t = b(Xt)dt  + (j{Xt )dW u A 0 =  x > 0 ,  (1.2)
where W  is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion. An investor follows a strategy 
that consists of sequentially buying and selling one share of the asset. We use a controlled 
finite variation caglad process Y  that takes values in {0,1} to model the investors position 
in the market. In particular, Yt =  1 (resp., Yt — 0) represents the state where the investor 
holds (resp., does not hold) the asset, while, the jumps of Y  occur at the sequence of times 
(rn,n  > 1) at which the investor buys or sells. Given an initial condition (Yo, Xo) — (y , x ) £ 
{0 , 1} x]0 ,oo[, the investor objective is to select a strategy tha t maximises the performance 
criterion
Jy,x(Y) — lim_  ^ Ez e i [ (XTj Cs)1{aYTj.=-1} (X Tj +  C6)1{aYt^=1}]1{tj<oo} 
3= 1  L
(1.3)
Where the state-dependent discounting factor A is defined by
A* =  f  r { X s)ds, (1.4)
Jo
for some function r  > 0 , and the constants c& > 0 (resp., cs > 0) represents the transaction
cost of buying (resp., selling) one share of the asset. Accordingly, we define the problem’s
value function v by
v(y ,x)  = sup Jy}X(Y),  for y £ {0,1} and x > 0, (1.5)
Y e A y,x
where A VjX is the set of admissible investment strategies, which is introduced by Definition 2 
in Section 4.2.
In the presence of the general assumptions that we make on 6, a  and r, the optimisation 
problem defined by (4.1)-(4.4) is well-posed, in particular, the limit in (4.2) exists (see Theo­
rem 12, our main result). We solve this problem in a closed analytic form and we characterise 
fully the optimal strategy. It turns out that, if 0 is a natural boundary point of the diffusion 
X , e.g., if A  is a geometric Brownian motion, then it is optimal to never enter the market,
7
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and to sell it as soon as its price exceeds a given level a  > 0 if the investor holds the asset at 
time 0 (see Remark 4 and Theorem 12). The situation is different if 0 is an entrance boundary 
point of the diffusion X .  In this case, the strategy of just exiting the market appropriately 
may still be optimal. However, depending on the problem data, it may be optimal for the 
investor to sequentially buy as soon as the asset price falls below a given level (3 > 0 and 
then sell the asset as soon as its price rises above another level 7  >  (3.
Despite the fascinating nature of buy-low and sell-high investment strategies, there have 
been few papers studying models with sequential buying and selling decision strategies. The 
reason for this observation can be attributed to the fact that, as we have briefly discussed 
above, the prime example of an asset price process, namely, the geometric Brownian motion, 
does not allow for optimal buying and selling strategies that have a sequential nature. The 
results presented in Shiryaev, Xu and Zhou [SXZ08] and Dai, Jin, Zhong and Zhou [DJZZ10] 
support such a conclusion: assuming that a stock price follows a geometric Brownian motion, 
it is optimal for an investor to either sell the stock immediately or hold it until their planning 
horizon. Other related models involving optimal selling decisions with a geometric Brownian 
motion type of price model have been studied by Zhang [Z01] and Guo and Zhang [GZ05].
In the context of one-dimensional Ito diffusions other than a geometric Brownian motion, 
sequentially buying and selling investment strategies can indeed be optimal. Such a result has 
already been established by Zhang and Zhang [ZZ08] and Song, Yin and Zhang [SY09] who 
model the underlying asset price dynamics by means of a mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process such as the one appearing in Vasicek’s interest rate model. Apart from highlighting 
the significance of the classification of the diffusion’s X  boundary point 0 in determining 
the character of the optimal strategy, our results have a substantially more general nature. 
Furthermore, our results can account for a rather large family of stochastic processes that 
includes the so-called mean-reverting constant elasticity of variance processes, which have 
been proposed in the empirical finance literature as better models for a range of asset prices, 
particularly, in the commodity markets (e.g., see Geman and Shih [GS09] and the references 
therein).
The problem that we solve has the characteristics of an entry and exit decision problem. 
Stochastic optimal control problems involving sequential switching decisions have attracted  
considerable interest in the literature, particularly, in relation to the management of commod­
ity production facilities. Following Brennan and Schwartz [BS85], Dixit and Pindyck [DP94], 
and TYigeorgis [T96], who were the first to address this type of a decision problem in the 
economics literature, Brekke and 0ksendal [B094], Bronstein and Zervos [BZ06], Costeniuc,
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Schnetzer and Taschini [CST08], Djehiche and Hamadene [DH09], Djehiche, Hamadene and 
Popier [DHP09/10], Duckworth and Zervos [DZ01], Guo and Pham  [GP05], Guo and Tome- 
cek [GT08], Hamadene and Jeanblanc [HJ07], Hamadene and Zhang [HZ10], Lumley and 
Zervos [LZ01], Ly Vath and Pham  [LP07], Pham  [P07], Pham, Ly Vath and Zhou [PLZ09], 
Tang and Yong [TY93], and Zervos [Z03], provide an incomplete, alphabetically ordered, list 
of authors who have studied a number of related models by means of rigorous mathematics. 
The contributions of these authors range from explicit solutions to characterisations of the as­
sociated value functions in terms of classical as well as viscosity solutions of the corresponding 
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equations, as well as in terms of backward stochastic differ­
ential equation characterisations of the optimal strategies. Chapter 5 of Pham  [P09] provides 
a nice introduction in the area.
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 is concerned with the study of the homoge­
neous and non-homogeneous ODE that plays a fundamental role in our analysis. In Chapter 
3, we describes the problem as follows. In Section 3.2, we formulate the problem th a t we 
solve and we list all of the assumptions that we make, which are the same as the ones in Jack, 
Johnson and Zervos [JZ07]. Section 3.3 is concerned with a review of certain results that 
we need as well as with a new result of a technical nature. We solve the control problem that 
we consider in Section 3.4 , and we illustrate our results by means of the two special cases 
that arise when X is a geometric Brownian motion or a square-root mean-reverting process, 
such as the one in the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model, in Section 3.5. Finally, in Chapter 4, we 
describe the problem as follows. Section 4.2 is concerned with the setting of the problem 
that we study. We derive the solution to this problem in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we 
consider a couple of examples that illustrate our result.
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2
Study of an ordinary differential 
equation
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we study an ODE that plays a fundamental role in our analysis in the following 
chapters.
In Section 2.2 we consider a one-dimensional Ito diffusion that is closely related with the 
ODE that we use to model the state process driving the economy in the following chapters. 
Most of the results presented here have been established by Feller [F52] and can be found 
in various forms in several references that include Breiman [B68], Mandl [Man68], Ito and 
McKean [IM74], Karlin and Taylor [KT94], Rogers and Williams [RW94] and Borodin and 
Salminen [BS02]. Our presentation, which is based on modern probabilistic techniques, has 
largely been inspired by Rogers and Williams [ RW94, Sections V.3, V.5, V.7 ] and includes 
ramifications not found in the literature.
2.2 The properties of the underlying diffusion
We consider a stochastic system, the state process X  of which satisfies the one-dimensional 
Ito diffusion
dX t = b(Xt) dt + a ( X t) dWu X 0 = x  > 0 , (2 .1)
10
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where W  is a one-dimensional standard Brownian motion and b,a :]0 ,oo[—► R are given 
deterministic functions satisfying the conditions (ND)' and (LI)' in Karatzas and Shreve 
[KS91, Section 5.5C], and given in the following assumption.
A ssum ption  1 . The functions b,a :]0,oo[—> R satisfy the following conditions:
(72 { x )  > 0, for all x  G ]0, oo[,
r x + e  i  +  \ b ( s \ \
for all x  G10, oof, there exists e > 0 such tha t /  — ds <  oo.
J x - e  ^ ( s )
□
This assumption guarantees the existence of a unique, in the sense of probability law, solution
to (2.1) up to an explosion time. In particular, given c >  0, the scale function pc and the
speed measure m c(dx), given by
pc(x) =  J  exp ^ —2 J  ~ j j - j  ds, for x > 0 , (2 .2)
2
m c{dx) = -2f w . dx, (2.3)
a \x )Pc(x )
are well-defined. In what follows, we assume that the constant c > 0 is fixed.
We also assume that the diffusion X  is non-explosive. In particular, we impose the following 
assumption (see Karatzas and Shreve [KS91, Theorem 5.5.29]).
A ssum ption  2. If we define
uc(x) =  pc{x )-Pc{y)  rnc{dy), (2.4)
then limx^  uc(x) =  lim ^oo uc(x) =  oo. □
11
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2.3 The solution  to  the hom ogeneous ODE
The objective is to show that the general solution to the ODE
^ a 2{x)w"{x) 4- b{x)w'{x) — r(x)w{x) = 0, for x  > 0. (2.5)
is given by
w(x) = Atp(x) +  B(j)(x). (2.6)
Here, A, B  E R are constants and the functions 0, 0  are defined by
f l /E c[e_ATa:], for x < c,
<Kx) = \  J’ (2.7)
[ Ex [e Atc ], for x > c,
, Ex[e_ATc], for x  < c,
0 (z) =  { A (2-8)
1/E c[e Tl], for x > c.
respectively, and
At =  f r { X s)ds. 
Jo
In these definitions, as well as in what follows, given a weak solution to (2.1) and a point 
a E ]0, oo[, we denote by ra the first hitting time of {a}, i.e.,
Ta  = inf{t > 0 |X t =  a},
with the usual convention that inf 0 =  oo.
Since X  is continuous, a simple inspection of (2.7) (resp., (2.8)) reveals that 0 (resp., 0) is 
strictly decreasing (resp., increasing). Also, since X  is non-explosive, these definitions imply
lim 0 (x) =  lim 0 (x) =  oo.
x | 0  Z—>oo
12
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We also need the following assumption.
A ssu m p tio n  3. The function r  :]0, oo[—> ]0, oof is locally bounded. □
One purpose of the following result is to show that the definitions of </>, ^  in (2-7), (2.8), 
respectively, do not depend, in a non-trivial way, on the choice of c € ]0 , oo[.
L em m a 1 . Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 hold. Given any x , y  e]0,oo[ the functions 4>, ijj 
defined by (2.7), (2.8), respectively, satisfy
<fi{y) = 0(^)1Ej,[e~At*] and =  0(j/)Ex[e_Arv], for all x < y. (2.9)
Moreover, the processes (e~At(f)(Xt), t > 0) and (e_Ati/;(Xf), t > 0) are both local martingales. 
P ro o f. Given any points a,b,c £ ]0, oo[ such tha t a < b < c, we calculate
E J e - A^ l =E  0 e~A^  Ea[e“ (Ar' “ Ar», |.?Vl ]
= E „[e-A^ ]E 6[e-A-=],-A,
(2 .10)
(2 .11)
Note tha t
Ea[e-(A'= -A-i.>|^TJ  = E a
= E a 
= E a 
= E  b
~ r(Xu)du\FTbe b
3— /qC b r{^u-\-rb)du\!FTb
g—/0 r(Xu+Tb)(iu|Xrb 
e~ fo r(x u)du
(2 .12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
where the second equality follows thanks to the strong Markov property of X .  In view of this 
result, given any x  < z  < y, the choice a = x, b — z  and c = y yields
EI [e -H ]  =  EI [e-A’-']Ez[e-A’»],-At (2.16)
which, combined with the definition of 0 , implies the second identity in (2.9). We can verify 
the first identity in (2.9) by appealing to similar arguments.
Now, given any initial condition x  and any sequence (x n) such that x < X\ and lim ^o o  x n — 
oo, we observe tha t the second identity in (2.9) implies
0 ( ^ ) 1  {t<TXn} = E x t [e ATln]l{t<ran}. for a l l t  >  0
13
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In view of this identity, we appeal to the strong Markov property of X , once again to 
calculate
Ex [e-A— iP(XTln)\ f t}  = e - ^ ( x n)E,
= e A,0 (Xt )l{(<Tir[} + e Kr^ i ' ( x n ) l { r Ir,<ti 
= e - A<— ->^(X tATlJ .
(2 .17)
(2 .18) 
(2 .19)
However, this calculation and the tower property of conditional expectation implies that, 
given any times s < t,
E* [e~A‘^ n , p { X tAT, n)\Fa] = E X [I* [e-A^ n ^ ( X t/,Tln) \Tt] \ T .
=e~AsA’'1" i>(XsArIn ) ,
which proves that (e~Atip(Xt), t > 0) is a local-martingale. Proving that 
(ie~At<p(Xt), t > 0) is a local-martingale follows similar arguments.
(2 .20 )
(2 .21 )
□
We can now prove the following result.
Theorem  2. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 hold. The general solution to the ordinary 
differential equation (2.5) exists in the classical sense, namely there exists a two dimensional 
space of functions that are C 1 with absolutely continuous first derivatives, and that satisfy 
(2.5) Lebesgue-a.e.. This solution is given by (2.6), where 6 1  are constants and the 
functions (f), ip are given by (2.7), (2.8), respectively. Moreover, (p is strictly decreasing, ip is 
strictly increasing, and, if the drift 6 =  0 , then both </> and ip are strictly convex.
Proof. First, we recall that, given I < x  < m,
i m  N _ Vc{x)  -  P c { m )  , 0  n o ,
Ex (n--< Tm) -  — 77\------ r w  (2.22)
Pc ( l ) ~  P c ( m)
(e.g., see Karatzas and Shreve [KS91, Proposition 5.5.22] or Rogers and Williams [RW94, 
Definition V.46.10]). Also in view of the second identity in (2.9), we can see that
ip{x) <ip(m)Ex [ l{rm<ri}] +  ip(m)Ex [.e~A l{Ti<rm}]
=ip(m)Fx (Tm < ti) +  ip(m)Ex [Ex [e~Ar™\Xn \ 1 {Ti<rm}] •
14
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To see this, we recall (2.9)
ip(x) =ip(m)Ex [e~ATrn], for all x < m
<ip{m)Ex [e_Arm l {rKrm}] +  ^ M Ex[l{rm<ri}]
=ip(m)Ex [Ex [e~ATm\Xn ] l{T/<rm}] + ^{m )Fx {rm < rt)
since
0 < e~A < 1 (2.23)
Now, since X  has the strong Markov property we can see tha t
Ex [e Tm\Xji\ l{Tl<Tm} = e 77 EX e (Tm Tj)| Ti<Tm}
, - a t V>(0 !—;—r ij
=  e“ Tl^ ) Hrl<Tmh
with the last equality following thanks to (2.9). Combining these calculations we can see tha t
<'0(rn)Px(rm < n)  +  ip(l)Ex [e~Ari l{ri<Tm}] (2.24)
<ip(m)Fx (rm < n)  +  ^{1)Ex{ti < rm). (2.25)
Now, let us assume that 6 =  0 , so that the diffusion X  defined by (2.1) is in natural scale, in 
which case pc{x) =  x — c. Combining this fact with (2.22), it is straightforward to verify that
x =Wx(ti < rm) +  mFx (rm <ri) .
However, this calculation and (2.24) imply that 'ijj is strictly convex. In this case, we have 
also that
Fx (rt < rm) =  (2.26)
I — m
Under the assumption tha t 6 =  0, which implies tha t ip is strictly convex, we can use the 
Ito-Tanaka and the occupation times formula to calculate
tp(Xt) -  [  r ( X s)4>(Xs) ds =ip(x) +  f  Up 2 / \ [ \ a 2 {a) /A da ) -  r(a)ip(a) da]
J0 J] 0,oo[ ° i a )
+  I" ip'_(Xs)<j(Xs) dWS:
Jo
15
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where ip'_ is the left-hand-side first derivative of ip, p /'(da) is the distributional second deriva­
tive of ip, and L a is the local time process of X  at level a. W ith regard to the integration by 
parts formula, this implies
e~Atip(Xt ) —ip(x) + [  e~As d [  Las ^  . [ \cr2(a) //'(da) -  r(a)ip(a) da]
JO J]0,oo[ a  \ a )
+  f*  e~Asipl_ ( X s) a ( X s) d W s.
Jo
Since (e~Atip(Xt), t > 0) is a local-martingale (see Lemma 1), this identity implies that the 
finite variation process Q defined by
Qt = f e~Asd [  L a —57—r \hcr2(a) fi"{da) -  r(a)ip(a) da] , for t > 0 ,
Jo i/]0,oo[ ® (®)
is a local martingale. Since finite-variation local martingales are constant, it follows tha t 
Q =  0, which implies
[  i/(da) = 0 , for all t > 0 ,
« /]0 ,oo [
(2.27)
where the measure v  is defined by
(2.28) ^ 1  ^ r(a)ip(a)1Ada) = (da)  _ —. ^ a*(a)
To proceed further, fix any points I < a < m,  define
ri,m =  inf {t > 0 | X t i  ]l, m[} ,
and let (Tj)  be a localising sequence for the local martingale f Q sgn(Xs — a)dXs. W ith regard 
to the definition of local times and Doob’s optional sampling theorem, we can see that
'•U.mATj
E* a 7 " f t1 j I =  \x — a\ +  Ea 
=  Ix — a| -f Ea
/Jo sgn(Xs -  a) d X s +  Ea raTt,m  ATj-
ra
However, passing to the limit using the dominated convergence theorem on the left hand side 
and the monotone convergence theorem on the right hand side, we can see that this identity 
implies
E„ L n,m =E, \XT. — aI ' l ,m | — \x — a
(m — a)(x — l) (a — l)(m — x ) 
v M ' +   ------------    — \x — a\
m  — I m  — I
(2.29)
(2.30)
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Now to see (2.30),
Ex l^n.m a | = E X \ x TI -| *1,771
”e"1
1 
I
II H
1
1 s> I—1 r“*“i
+  Ex a | l{Tm<Ti}
+  Ex \XTm — a\ 1 {rm<Ti}
+  EX \ m - a \ l {Tm<Tl}
--\I -  a |Ea +  | m  — a |Ea
= (a  -  1)Fx(ti < Tm) + { m -  a)Px(rm < n)  
(a — l)(m — x) (m — a)(x — I)
— I m  — l
the second equality following thanks to (2.26). Now, (2.27), the fact th a t t > L f  increases 
on the set {t > 0 | Xt  = a} and Fubini’s theorem, imply
0 =  Ex [ f  L aTl m v(da) 1 =EX [ [  L“ m u{da)
L </]0 ,oc[ J L J]l ,m[
=  /
m atter of algebraic calculation to verify that
(2.31)
h{a\ l ,x,  m)  =
Combining this calculation with (2.30), it is a
/
m
h{a\ l , x , m ) v{da) = 0 ,
where h{-\ l ,x ,m)  is the tent-like function of height 2(x — l){m — x ) / { m  — I) defined by
2 (a — l)(m — x ) / ( m  — I), for a € [l,x\,
2(m — a)(x — l ) / (m  — I), for a G [x,m\.
Now, fix any points xi < x m in ]0, oo[ and let (lj) and (rrij) be strictly decreasing and strictly
increasing, respectively, sequences such that
l\ < < rn,i, lim lj =  xi and lim mj  =  xm.
2  j —* oo  j —>oo
We can see that
1]x(,xm[(a) =  lim Hj (a) ,  for all a <E]0,oo[,J—*oo
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where the increasing sequence of functions (Hj) is defined by
u  i \  2  u (  x l +  x m
H i i a ) = W ^ T )
1 /  XI +  x 7
+ 2(lj - x l) h \ a ' Xl' li '  2
+  —---- ------- - h ( a \ Xl +  ) , for a e ] 0 ,oo[ and j  > 1.
^\x m VTlj) \  ^ J
Using the monotone convergence theorem and (2.31), it follows that
r x m
v(]xi ,xm [) =  lim /  Hj(a)is(da) = 0,
Jxi
which proves tha t the signed measure 1/  assigns measure 0 to every open subset of ]0 ,oo[. 
However, this observation and the definition of v  in (2.28) imply tha t the to tal variation of 
v is zero, and, therefore, /i"{da) is an absolutely continuous measure. It follows that there 
exists a function such that
fi”(da) = if;”(a) da and ^a 2(a)ip"(a) = r(a),ip(a), Lebesgue-a.e..
However, the second identity here shows that ip is a classical solution to (2.5).
Now, let us consider the general case where the drift b does not vanish. In this case, we use 
Ito ’s formula to verify that, if X  =  pc(X),  then
d X t =  v ( X t)dWt , X 0 = p c(aO,
where
&(x ) =Pc  (Pc1(^)) * (Pc \ x )) > for x  e]0,oo[.
Since X  is a diffusion in natural scale, the associated function ip defined as in (2.8) is a 
classical solution of
\ a 2 (a)ip" (a) — r(a)ip(a) =  0. (2.32)
Now, recalling that p c is twice differentiable in the classical sense, we can see tha t if we define
ip(x) — ip(pc(x)) then
ip'(x ) =ip' (pc(x))p'c(x),
ip"(x) =ip"(pc(x))[p'c(x)]2 +  ip'(pc(x))p''(x).
18
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However, combining these calculations with (2.32), we can see that 0  satisfies the ODE (2.5).
To prove that 0 , namely the classical solution to (2.5), as constructed above, identifies with 
0  defined by (2.8), we apply Ito ’s formula to e_A(TJ'AT)0 (X7-2/A;7’), where T  > 0 is a constant, 
to show that
Ex {e~AryAT ^ ( X TyAT)\ = 0 (x ), for all x < y.
Since -0 > 0 is increasing, the monotone and the dominated convergence theorems imply 
lim Ex [e~AryATi){XT aT)] =  i ’iy)E* [e~Ary] , for all x < y.
1 —►OO
However, these calculations, show that -0 satisfies the first identity in (2.9) and therefore 
identifies with 0  defined by (2.8). Proving all of the associated claims for 0 follows similar 
reasoning. □
R e m a rk  1 . Although we have chosen to undertake this analysis for a positive diffusion, 
similar results can be obtained for a regular ltd  diffusion with values in any interval X where 
I C R .
Using the fact that 0 and 0  satisfy the ODE (2.5), it is a straightforward exercise to verify 
that the scale function, pc, defined by (2 .2) satisfies
j/Jjx) =  for all £ > 0, (2.33)
where W is the Wronskian of 0 and 0 , defined by
W(x) = 0 (x)0 /(x) — 4>'(x),ip(x)
and W(a;) > 0 for all x > 0 .
2.4 Study o f a non-hom ogeneous ordinary differential equa­
tion
We now study the non-homogeneous ODE
\ a 2(x)w"{x) +  b(x)w'(x) — r(x)w(x)  +  h(x) = 0, r  g ]0 , o o [. (2.34)
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We need to impose the following assumptions, which are stronger than Assumption 1 and 
Assumption 3, respectively.
A ssu m p tio n  1' The conditions of Assumption 1 hold true, and
the function a is locally bounded.
A ssu m p tio n  3' The conditions of Assumption 3 hold true, and there exists a constant ro 
such that
We can now prove the following propositions.
P ro p o s it io n  3. Suppose that Assumption 1', Assumption 2 and Assumption ^  hold. The 
following statements are equivalent:
(I) Given any initial condition x > 0 and any weak solution §x to (2.1),
0 < ro < r(x)  < oo, for all x  > 0 . (2.35)
(II) There exists an initial condition y > 0 and a weak solution §y to (2.1) such that
(III) Given any x  > 0,
and
(IV) There exists y > 0 such that
and
I f  these conditions hold, then the function
R h(x) =  JQ Hs)t/}(s)m(ds)  +  /  h{s)<j>(s)m(ds), ar €] 0 ,oo[, (2.36)
is well-defined, is twice differentiable in the classical sense and satisfies the ODE (2.34), 
Lebesgue-a.e.. In addition, Rh admits the expression
for all x  > 0 . (2.37)
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P ro o f. Suppose th a t (IV) is true and let y be such that
r y  roo
C\ := / \h(s)\'i/j(s) m(ds) < oo and C2 ■= / \h(s)\(f)(s) m(ds)
J o  J y
< 00 .
and so
f  \h(s)\'ip(s)m(ds), f  \h(s)\'ifj(s) m(ds) < C\,  for all x  £ ]0 , 2/[,
J 0 J x
r x  r 00
/  |/z(s)|0 (s) m(ds),  /  \h{s)\(f)(s)m{ds) < C2, for all x  G ]?/, oo[.
J y  J  x
Combining these inequalities with the fact th a t if; is increasing and (f) is decreasing, 
see that
r 00 r y  roo
/ |/i(s)|0 (s) m(ds) = / \h(s)\<fi(s) m(ds) + /  \h(s)\(f)(s) m(ds)
Jx Jx Jy
+  02
< ^ \ c 1 + c 2
ip{x)
<00
Now to see (2.43), we use the fact that
4>(s) S  for all s > x.
and,
ifj(x) < ijj(s) for all s > x.
Therefore,
roo ry roo
/  \h(s)\(f)(s)m(ds) — /  \h(s)\(j)(s) m(ds) + /  \h(s)\(f)(s) m(ds)
J x  Jx  J y
< f  \h(s)\<j>(x) m(ds)  +  C2 
Jx
f  \h{s)\'ijj{x)m{ds) + C2
J  \Ks)\4>(s)m{ds) +  C2
<
- i r \ Cl + ° 21p(x)
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(2.38)
(2.39) 
ve can
(2.40)
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)
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Thanks to (2.44) and (2.45).
Similarly we have
(2.51)
(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)
r x  r y  r x
/  \ h ( s ) \ i p ( s ) m ( d s )  = /  |/i(s)|,0 (s) m ( d s )  + /  |h(s)|'j/;(s) m { d s )  
Jo Jo Jv
<Ci + f  \h(s)\cf)(s) m ( d s )
Jy
<C i +  ^ M c 2
(f>{x)
<oo.
However, (2.38)-(2.54) imply that (III) holds. The reverse implication is obvious.
To proceed further, assume that h  =  f i g  where f i g  is a positive and bounded measurable 
function. In this case, it is straightforward to verify that (I) and (II) are both satisfied. Since 
cf) and V’ are continuous functions satisfying lim ^oo  0 (x), lim ^o ip(x) < oo  and m  is a locally 
finite measure, the function R h+ :]0,oo[—> R+ given by (2.36), or, equivalently, by
J  hi ( s M s ) m (ds ) (2-55)
+  tv(cjlll/k’k]^  /  hB(s )^ (s ) m (d s)> (2 -56)
is well-defined and bounded for all k > 1. In light of the calculations
R k h v * M {x) = W ) L  ^ (S)1'1 /*.*](sW « m (*<)
roo
^  V V H  J / !b ( s ) 1 ( i / M 4 ( s ) ^ W m ( d »)>
R h i M i / ^  =<W $ ) Jo  (s)l[i/fc,fc](s)V(s)rri(ds)
y(oc')
+  M c y J  /iB(s) i [i/fc,fc](s)^ (s) m (ds)
2 h g ( x )
a2{x) 1 [1/ fc’fc](X)
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we can see tha t R ,+ , is twice differentiable in the classical sense, because this is true for
B 1 [l/fe,fc] ’
the functions ip and <p, and satisfies the ODE
\ a 2{x)w"{x) +  b(x)w'{x) -  r(x)w{x)  +  h £ (x ) l [1/fciA.](x) =  0, (2.57)
Lebesgue-a.e. in ]0, oo[.
Now, fix any k > 1, any initial condition x > 0, any weak solution Sx to (2.1) and define the 
sequence of (^rt)-stopping times (77) by
ri = inf {t > 0 | X t i  [1//,/]} ,
Using integration by parts formula and the fact that satisfies (2.57), we calculate
A,
/•T |A T
lT-'-TRhil[ I / t t l (X TlAT) + e - ^ h + ( X a) l [1/kM( X , ) d s  (2.58)
J 0
= ^ x |1/„ | W  +  " t(' ), (2-59)
where is defined by
(0 _ r T LA tI e - ^ {X s)R'h+Blii/kM( X s )dW,.
Combining the fact tha t R'  , ,  is locally bounded, because R u+-, is continuous, with 
the the fact that a  is locally bounded from Assumption 1', we can see tha t the quadratic 
variation of the local martingale satisfies
E,
1 r°° r / \ 2"
<M«>)„] =  I  Ex [ l {s<T(} ( e - M X . ) J ^ 1[i/M](X .)) _
-\ 2 f°°
ds
< sup
ye[W]
< SUP
2 r 0 y e [ l / l , l \
< 00,
the second inequality following as a consequence of (2.35) in Assumption 3'.
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To see this, we recall the definition of
"T;Afr r i  t”=y0 e~h' ^ x ^ lkM^ ) d w s.
= j f  !(.<„, e - ^ ( X s )R'h+Blii/tJ X 3) d W ,
Also we know that
.. />oo r /  v <
<"(V ] =  / l {5<Tl}( e - ^ a ( X s) ^ 1 |i/iti(Xs)) ' ds
and we use the fact that
■ /•OO
/  e~2At dt H
aV
'  /‘OO
/  e- 2ro* dt
Jo Jo
= E,
2r0
2r0 
< oo.
This proves that is a martingale bounded in L 2, so, Ex 
observation and (2.58) imply
" T j  A T
M (O' =  0, for all t > 0. This
E,
P l/M
+ fc] C-^uAt) +  /  e 5
v 0
Since is bounded, the dominated convergence theorem implies
lim lim Ea
T —►oo f—► oo
e ATiATf?h+1[i/fe>fe](AriAT) - 0 ,
while the monotone convergence theorem yields
" 7 7  A T
L / o
lim lim Ea
T  —»oo I —* 0 0
/■ /  I r /*oo
/  e - A*ft+(Xs) l |1/fc,fc,(X s) *  = E X /  e - A«ft+(Xs) l [1/fc,t](Xs)<iS 
d  J Ldo
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These limits and (2.60) imply
E,
POO
/  e - ^ h + ( X s) l ll/kM{X s)ds  
Jo
-| (x).
Recalling the definition of R h+X as in (2.56), we can pass to the limit k —> oo in this 
identity to obtain
R h+ (x )  =
POO
/  e - K'h + (X s)ds  
Jo
(2.61)
Note that, since, f i g  plainly satisfies conditions (I) and (II), this identity also implies that f i g  
satisfies conditions (III) and (IV).
Now assume that fi =  fi+ , where fi+ is a positive measurable function. Using (2.61) with 
fi+ =  fi+ a  n, for n > 1, and applying the monotone convergence theorem, we can see that, 
given any initial condition x > 0 and any weak solution §x to (2.1),
E, /Jo e~Ash+{X s) ds ~~ Rh+ (•£)? (2.62)
where both sides may be equal to infinity. However, with reference to the definition of R ^+, 
this proves that (I) and (III) are equivalent and tha t (II) and (IV) imply each other. Recalling 
the equivalence of (III) and (IV) that we proved above, it follows that statements (I)-(IV) 
are all equivalent. Furthermore, given any fi satisfying (I)-(IV), we can immediately see that
(2.62) implies (2.37) once we consider the decomposition fi =  fi+ — h~ of fi to its positive and 
its negative parts fi+ and h~ , respectively. □
The following result is concerned with a number of properties of the function Rh studied in 
the previous proposition.
P ro p o s itio n  4. Suppose that Assumption 1', Assumption 2 and Assumption 3  hold.. Let 
h :]0, oo[—> R be a measurable function satisfying Conditions (I) -( IV)  in Proposition 3. The 
function Rh given by (2.36) or (2.37) satisfies
R h(x) R h(x)
lim - T—y =  lim - =  0,xj.0 (p{x) x->oo yj{x)
, h(x) n  , hix)
mf - r -  < R h(x) < sup - r - ^ ,  
x>o r(x)  x>o r{x)
for all x  > 0,
POO
R!h{x)4>{x) — Rh{x](f)'{x) =  p'c(x) / h(s)4>(s)m(ds), for all x > 0,
J X
P X
R'h{x)^{x) — Rh{x)ijj'{x) = —p'c{x) /  h(s)ip(s)m(ds),  for all x  > 0,
Jo
(2.63)
(2.64)
(2.65)
(2 .66)
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i f h / r  is increasing (resp., decreasing), then Rh is increasing (resp., decreasing). Also,
R r (x) =  1, for all x  > 0. (2.67)
Furthermore, given a solution =  ( Q ,F ,F t ,E x , W , X )  to (2.1) and an (Ft)-stopping time
r,
Ex [e AtR h(XT)l{T<00y] =  R h(x) — Ex [  e Aih (X t )
U  o
r f°°
Ex [e -A- ^ ( X T) l {T<co}] =  E* J  e~Aih (X t ) <
dt (2 .68)
(2.69)
while, if  (rn) is a sequence of stopping times such that limn-^oo rn =  oo, Px -a.s., then
lim E* [e-A-» \Rh(X Tn)\ 1{t„<oo)] =  0. (2.70)
n —>oo L
P ro o f. Fix a solution Sx =  ( Q . , F , T t ^ x , W , X )  to (2.1) and let r  be an (Ft)-stopping time. 
Using the definition of A and the strong Markov property of X ,  we can see tha t (2.37) implies
Rh(x) -- Ex
- Ex
-  Ex
p t  r p o o
j  e ' Ath (X t) dt +  e-ArEx J  e - {As- Ar)h ( X s) ds \ F,
pt r poo
/  e - A‘h (X t)d t  + e - A' E Xr /  e~A‘ h(X , )  ds 1{t<oo}
Jo Uo J
[  e~Ath (X t)dt  + e ~ ArR h(XT) 1{T<00}
Jo
l { r < c x ) }
which establishes (2.68). Also, this expression and (2.37) imply immediately (2.69), while 
(2.70) follows from the observation that |Rh\ < R\h\ (note tha t h satisfies conditions (I)-(IV) 
of Proposition 3 if and only in \h\ does), (2.69) and the dominated convergence theorem.
Now, let c > 0 be the point that we used in (2.2) and (2.3) to define the scale function and 
the speed measure of the diffusion X .  Given a solution §c =  (f2, F,  Ft,  Pc, W, X )  to (2.1) 
and any x > 0, we denote by tx the first hitting time of {x}, and we note tha t limxj.oTx =  
limx-^oo'U; =  oo> Pc-a.s., because the diffusion X  is non-explosive by Assumption 2. In view 
of this observation and the fact that r(x)  > ro > 0, for all x > 0, by Assumption 3', we have 
that (2.70) implies
lim Ec |e -ATll Rh(x) = lim Ec Rh(x) = 0.zj.0 x^oo
However, these limits and the definitions (2.7) and (2.8) of the functions </> and ip imply
(2.63).
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Also, a simple inspection of the ODE (2.34) reveals tha t if we set h = r then R r satisfies
(2.67), noting that R r is well-defined thanks to (2.35) in Assumption 3'. We can verify (2.65) 
and (2.66) by a straightforward calculation using the definition (2.36) of Rh and (2.33).
To proceed further, let us assume that h / r  is increasing, let us fix any x > 0, and let us define 
Cx — h{x)/r{x).  In view of (2.68), the monotonicity of h / r , and the definition (2.8) of we 
calculate
R h(-)—Cxr{-){j e) Ea /  e At [h(Xt ) -  Cxr ( X t)\ dt +  R h^ _ Cxr^ ( x ) E x- e [e Al 
Jo  J
/ib(x  —  £ )
^  R h( )-Cxr(-)(x) , for all e > 0 ,i)(x)
(2.71)
To see (2.71), we recall (2.68)
R h{ )-Cxr( )(x -  e) [e AtxR h(.)-cxr(-)Ml{T<oo}] + Ex-e f e At [h(xt) -  Cxr ( X t )\ dt
Uo
= f iM.)_Cxr(.)(x)Ex_E [e-A-«] +  Ex_j [ J '  e~Atr(Xt)  ^k(Xt)  ^
Uo r{Xt ) r(x)_
dt
< o,
because X t < x for all t < rx . 
Therefore,
R h(.)-Cxr(.){x - e ) <  R h^ Cxr(.){x)Ex- e [e Tx]
T,
W ith the last equality thanks to (2.9)
Therefore, (2.71)shows that
R h(.)-Cxr(-){X) ~ Rh(.)-Cxr(-){X ~  g) > R h{-)-Cxr{-) M  rf}{x) ~ ^ { x  -  g) for all £ > 0
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Recalling that Rh{-)-Cxr(-) is C 1) we can Pass t°  fhe limit e |  0 in this inequality to obtain
*'„(.)- W * )  *  * « •)-< ? ,r ( . ) ( * ) ^ .  (2-72)
Making a calculation similar to the one in (2.71) using the definition (2.7) of 4> this time, we 
can see that
(p(x -\- s)
Rh(-)-Cxr(-)(x +  e) > R h{-)-cxr{-) (x) -^ x^ ~ ,  for all £ > 0.
Rearranging terms and passing to the limit e j. 0, we can see tha t this inequality implies
R 'h(-)-Cxr(-)(X) -  Rh{ )-Cxr(-)(X)' (2.73)
Recalling that the strictly positive function ip is strictly increasing and tha t the strictly 
positive function (p is strictly decreasing, we can see tha t (2.72) implies R'h(.)-cxr(-)(x ) — ® 
if R h(-)-cxr{ )ix ) > 0, while, (2.73) implies R'h^ Cxr{.)(x ) -  0 if R h(-)-Cxr(-)(x ) < N°w, 
combining the inequality Rh{-)-cxr(-){x ) > 0 with the identities
(p’{x)
R\h(-)-CM-)■ ) i x )  = yy(c) Jq [h(s) -  Cxr(s)] ip{s) m(ds )
^  ^  f  [Ms) -  Cxr(s)\ <f>(s) m(ds)  
J X
+ W(c)
=R'h(x) -  CxR'r (x)
=R'h(x )
that follow from the definition (2.36) of Rh and (2.67), we can see tha t R'^{x) > 0. However, 
since the point x  > 0 has been arbitrary, this analysis establishes the claim that, if h / r  is 
increasing, then Rh is increasing. Proving the claim corresponding to the case when h / r  is 
decreasing follows similar symmetric arguments.
Finally, to show (2.64), let us assume that h := infx>o h(x) /r(x)  > —oo. In this case, we can 
use (2.67) and the representation (2.37) to calculate
h(x^)
R h(x) -  inf — -  =  R h{x) -  R hr{-){x ) x>o r[x) ~
=  E,
> 0,
Uo
h(Xt ) -  inf ^ r ( X t )x>o r(x)
dt
which establishes the lower bound in (2.64). The upper bound in (2.64) can be established 
in exactly the same way, and the proof is complete. □
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The following lemma gives result useful for practical applications.
L em m a 5. Suppose that Assumption 1', Assumption 2 and Assumption 3f hold. Let h : 
]0,oo[—► R be a measurable function satisfying Conditions (I) -( IV)  in Proposition 3. If, in 
addition, h / r  is increasing, then i f  0 is a natural boundary (not an entrance boundary) then
lim Rh(x ) =  lim ^ X} , 
z|0 nv '  xio r(x)
and if oo is a natural boundary then
lim Rh{x) =  lim
h(x)  
r(x)  ’
(2.74)
(2.75)
P ro o f  We have
and
Rh(x) < ~  f s u p ^ y  1 E, 
\x>o r{x)
h(x )
=  SUP ~  x>o r(x)
' f  oo
/  4e_At))
VO
R h ( x ) >  -  |  i n f  - r - r )  E *  '\x>o r(x) J
r  oo
/  d (e“ A*)) 
Jo
h(x) 
x>o r(x)=  inf
(2.76)
(2.77)
(2.78)
(2.79)
Note that, in the above inequalities we use the fact that
h (X t ) „  h(x) J h (X t ) ^  ,  h(x) c „ ,
- .  — < sup - . and , >  mf . . for all t.
r {X t) x>o r(x) r (X t) x>o r{x)
For b < x
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R h(x) = EX
= Ea
Tb
h{Xt )e~Atdt
uo
+ Ea
'  POO
/  h{ X t)e~A‘ 
Un
dt
r n
/  h (X t )
Jo
e Atdt +  R{b)Ex [e_ Tf>]
En H  d(e~A‘))] + R(b)Ex {e-A^}  
Jo J
(2-79) h(x)
> inf —r-r x>b r(x)
= S l J j s y  ~  E* \-e~ArbV + R i m * te' AT6]
(2-9) H x ) ( ,  4>{x)\ , D/U,(P{X)
=  &iwY~m)+mW)
while for x < b
R h{x) = E a
=  Ea
f Tb h{Xt )e~Atdt 
.Jo
f  h (X t )e~Atdt 
Jo
+ Ea
■ POO
/  h ( X t)e~A‘ 
Un
dt
+ R(b)Ex [e -A^ ]
( 2 -7 7 )  h(x) r bd(e-A‘))
Jo
< sup 7~ (-Ea
x < b  f ' U )  l_,/0
-  sup Vm ^ ~ Ex [e A^T|>]) + R^ Ex te_Ari]x < b  • U )
(2 .9 )  h(x)  /  1p(x)\  _,/lN
' =  ' s u p - f ^  1 -  r ^ J \ + R ( b )  
X<b r{x) V W )  J ip{b) '
If oo is a natural boundary (not an entrance boundary) then lim ^oo  <j){x) =  0 and we can
say
h[x)
lim Rh{x) < lim sup r(x)
i • r h(x)> lim inf
x —*oo r(x)
and we have the result for the limit as x  tends to infinity. Similarly if 0 is a natural boundary 
then lima;jo i) {x ) — 0 and we can say
/ \ i. h(x)hm R hix )  < lim sup 
*io M J ~  xj,o r{x)
i- ■ r h ( X)> lim inf
x|o r(x)
and we have the result for the limit as x  tends to zero. □
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R e m a rk  2. In the cases where we do not have a natural boundary point, Rh does not 
converge to a value determined in a straightforward way by h and r in the limit. To see this, 
consider the case of the so-called square root mean reverting process, defined by
d X t = k (6 -  X t ) dt +  (Ty/Xt dWt , X 0 = x >  0,
where k , 6 and a are positive constants satisfying k0 — \ a 2 >  0. Note tha t this diffusion has 
an entrance boundary point at zero. It is a standard exercise to calculate that
Now, let us consider the following three cases for the payoff function, h:
hi(x)  =  0 , h,2 (x) = x  and h^(x) -- x 2.
and assume that r is a constant. In all these cases limx|o h(x) /r(x)  — 0. However, we can 
see that
lim R hl {x)xiO
lim Rh2 (x)
x |0
lim R h3(x)x|0
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= 0 ,
9k 
r ( r  -I- k) 
<t29
> 0 ,
2 K
2k'
r(r  -I- Ac)(r +  2k)
> 0 .
3
Impulse Control of a General 
One-dimensional Ito Diffusion: an 
Explicitly Solvable Problem
3.1 Introduction
We consider a stochastic system whose uncontrolled state dynamics are modelled by a 
general one-dimensional Ito diffusion. The control tha t can be applied to this system takes 
the form of one-sided impulsive action. The objective of the control problem is to maximise 
a performance criterion that rewards high values of the utility derived from the systems 
controlled state and penalises any expenditure of control effort. We derive the solution to 
this problem in a closed analytic form under rather general assumptions. We illustrate our 
results by means of the special cases th a t arise when the uncontrolled system dynamics are 
a geometric Brownian motion or a mean reverting square-root process such as the one in the 
Cox-Ingersoll-Ross interest rate model. A potential application of the model that we study 
arises in the context of the so-called goodwill problem in which the systems state is used to 
represent the image that a product has in a market, while control expenditure is associated 
with raising the products image, e.g., through advertising.
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3.2 Problem  Form ulation
We fix a filtered probability space (Q, T ,  J-t, P) satisfying the usual conditions and carrying 
a standard one-dimensional (J^)-Brownian motion W. We  consider a stochastic system 
whose uncontrolled dynamics are modelled by the Ito diffusion associated with the stochastic 
differential equation (SDE)
dXg = b(Xg) dt +  a{Xg) dWu Xg = x  > 0, (3.1)
and we make the following assumption.
A ssu m p tio n  4. The functions b, a : ]0, oo[ —> R are C 1, a' is locally Lipschitz, and
cr2(x) > 0 , for all x  > 0 ,
□
This assumption implies that (3.1) has a unique strong solution. It also implies that the 
scale function px o and the speed measure m x o given by
px °(c) = 0 , p'x 0(x) =  exp ( ~ 2 > (3-2^
and
m x °idx) =  ^ W ^ ) dx ' (3-3)
respectively, for some c > 0 fixed, are well-defined. Additionally, we assume that the solution 
to (3.1) is non-explosive, so that, given any initial condition x , Xg  E ]0, oo[, for all t > 0, with 
probability 1.
A ssu m p tio n  5. The Ito diffusion X Q defined by (3.1) is non-explosive. □
Feller’s test for explosions (see Theorem 5.5.29 in Karatzas and Shreve [KS91]) provides a 
necessary and sufficient condition for this assumption to hold true. Indeed, if we define
/
X
[px o{x) - p x o{s)} m x o(ds),
then Assumption 5 is satisfied if and only if lima-jo lx° (x ) = Hma:->cx) l x °(x ) =  °°- 
Now, we model the system’s controlled dynamics by the SDE
dXt = b(Xt) dt +  dZt +  a{X t) dWt , X 0 = x > 0, (3.4)
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where the controlled process Z  is an increasing process. W ith each admissible intervention 
strategy Z  (see Definition 3.8 below), we associate the performance criterion
_ -A Zt
Jx{Z) —E .................. ...
= E
r  OO r ( X )  ___  r ( X )  {  \
J  e _ A ‘ h { X t ) d t - ^ 2  e ~ At [ J Q k (x t +  s ) d s  +  c f J  l { A Z t>0}
POO r ( X )  t (  X }
/  e“ A* h ( X t) d t - Y i e~A‘ (K ( X t + A Z t) - K ( X t ) + C f ) l { A Z t > 0 }
Jo
where
and
Aj(*) =  f  r (Xv) dv, 
Jo
K(x)  = /  k(s) ds ,
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
for some functions h : ]0 , oof —» M and k, r : ]0 , oo[ —> and Cf > 0 is a fixed cost.
D efin itio n  1 . The family A  of all admissible intervention strategies is the set of all {Tt)~ 
adapted caglad processes Z  with increasing piece-wise constant sample paths such tha t Zq = 
0, (3.4) has a unique non-explosive strong solution, and
E £  e_At(JV) (K (X t +  A Zt) -  K ( X t ) + CJ) l {AZl>0}
t> 0
< 00, for all T  > 0. (3.8)
The objective of our control problem is to maximise Jx over all admissible strategies. Ac­
cordingly, we define the problem’s value function v by
v(x)  =  sup JX(Z ), for x >  0.
R em ark 3 . Every admissible intervention strategy Z  £ A  can be characterised by the 
collection
(To, . ..,Tn , ...; A Z o , ..., A Z n , ...), where (Tn) is the sequence of (Ti)-stopping times defined by
To =  0 and Tn — inf{i >  Tn_i|Z*+ — Z t  >  0}, for n  > 1, (3.9)
with usual convention that inf 0 =  oo, and
%Tn+ -  ZTn, if Tn < oo,
A Z Tn - for n > 0.
0 , if Tn - oo,
(3.10)
□
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For our optimisation problem to be well-posed and to admit a solution that conforms with 
economic intuition, we need to make additional assumptions.
A ssu m p tio n  6 . The discounting factor r is C 1, r' is locally Lipschitz, and there exists a
We can now complete the list of assumptions made in the paper.
A ssu m p tio n  8 . The following conditions hold:
(a) The running payoff function h is C 1 and the function h / r  is bounded from below.
(b) The running cost function k is C 2. Also, k(x ) >  0, for all x  >  0, and the function K  
defined by (3.7) is real-valued.
(c) The problem data is such that
constant tq > 0 such that r(x) > tq, for all x  > 0 . □
Our analysis will also involve the SDE
dYt° = fi(Y?) dt + <r{Yt°) dWt< Y,f =  x  >  0 (3.11)
where
n(x) — b(x) +  a(x)(j'(x) -  ( x )~ l X}-.
r{x)
(3.12)
In the presence of Assumptions 4 and 6 , this SDE has a unique weak solution. Also, a short 
calculation shows that the scale function pyo of this diffusion satisfies
(3.13)
where px° fhe scale function of the diffusion X °  defined by (3.2). We make the following 
additional assumption.
A ssu m p tio n  7. The Ito diffusion T 0 defined by (3.11) is non-explosive. □
Given a C 2 function w, we denote by C x w  the function given by
Cxvo{x) = \ a 2(x)w"(x) +  b(x)w'(x) — r(x)w(x). (3.14)
Also, we define
Q(x ) =  h(x ) +  CxK {x) . (3.15)
p{ x)  :
r2(x) — r(x)b'(x)  +  r'(x)b(x) 
r(x) > ro, for all x  >  0
(3.16)
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where the constant r$ is the same as in Assumption 6 , without loss of generality, 
(d) There exists a real x* > 0 such that
V rQ{x) :=
r(x)Q'(x ) — r '(x)Q(x)  I > 0, for x  <  x*, if x* > 0 ,
r(x) < 0 , for x > x*,
(3.17)
where the function Q is defined by (3.15). Also, if x* =  0, then \\mx^ Q { x ) / r { x )  < oo. 
(e) The integrability condition
E / ° V A<(*0> [ |f t(* “)| +  \Cx K(X°t )\} dt 
Jo
< oo
is satisfied, and
K{x)  =  - E
.  r ( X ° ) _
/  e~At Cx K { X t°) dt 
Jo
(3.18)
(3.19)
for every initial condition x > 0 .
(f) There exists a constant x t > x* such that
V rQ(x)
p{x)
<  — e , for all x  >  x^ >  x * . (3.20)
□
3.3 Prelim inary C onsiderations
In the presence of Assumptions 4, 5 and 6 , the general solution to the homogeneous ODE 
C x w ( x ) =  ^ a 2 (x)w> (x) +  b(x)w'(x) — r(x)w(x)  — 0, (3.21)
is given by
w(x)  =  A(j>(x) +  B'ip(x),
for some constants A, B  £ M, where (j) and 'if; are C 2 functions such that
0 < (f;{x) and (fJ(x) <  0, for all x  > 0, (3.22)
0 < ip(x) and ip'(x) > 0, for all x > 0, (3.23)
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and
lim (j){x) - lim ip{x) =  oo. (3.24)
X [0 X — K X )
These functions are unique, modulo multiplicative constants; to simplify the notation we 
assume, without loss of generality, that
0(c) =  0(c) =  1, (3.25)
where c > 0 is the same constant as the one that we used in the definition (3.2) of the scale 
function Px°- Also, these functions satisfy
(p{x)ip'{x) -  <p'{x)ip(x) =  Cp'x o(x), (3.26)
where
C  := [0'(c) -  0'(c)] > 0. (3.27)
Furthermore, the fact that (p and ip satisfy the ODE Cxw(x )  =  0 can be used to verify that
(p"{x)ip'{x) -  (j)'(x)ip"(x) =  [(p(x)ip'(x) -  (p'{x)ip{x)\
cr^^x)
  2 C r ( x )  j  ^
“  ~ ^ y P x o { ) ' ( *
W ith each pair of points x, y > 0, we associate the (^i)-stopping time TXj2/ that is the first 
hitting time of {2/} by the solution of the SDE (3.1) with initial condition X q — x, which is 
defined by
Tx,y =  inf{£ > OlX? =  y }. (3.29)
The function (p and ip then admit the representations
<p(x) = (p{y) E
On!
- A ? * U>e x>y for all y < x, (3.30)
and
ip(x)  =  ip{y)E
- a ? xU e lx’V for all x  <  y. (3.31)
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Given a Borel-measurable function G satisfying
E l£
° °  A r ( x ° )  1 n  1e \G(X?)\dt < OO
we denote by R x ®,g the function defined by
(3.32)
R x °,g (x ) — ®
This function admits the analytic expression
R x °,g (x ) = J
f°° Ar(x°) n
/  e 4 G(X?) dt
Jo
G ( , M s )  d g + 2 ip(x) j
J  X
ds ,
(3.33)
(3.34)
cr2(s)Pxo(s) C * o(s )
where C  > 0 is the constant defined by (3.27), and is a special solution of the non- 
homogeneous ODE
Cxw{x)  +  G(x) = ha ( x ) w " ( x )  4- b(x)w'(x) — r(x)w(x)  +  G(x) — 0 ,
Also,
R x °  ,g (x ) —
POO r(X^ )
/  e ~ A. C x R -x ° ,G ( X t ) d t  = R X 0, - c x r x » o (x ) 
Jo J
(3.35)
(3.36)
r  R x °,g {X) y R x °,g (X) nlim — — r—  =  lim — -p—r—  =  0 ,
x |0  ( j ) { X )  x - > o o  l/> (x )
and, given any (^f)-stopping time r ,
(3.37)
- E fT e~A‘(X0) Cx R x „tG(X°)dt]  = E  f r e - A' X 0,G(X?)d t  
Jo J Uo
—R-x °,g (x ) ~~ ®
A r ( X ° )  „
{ r < o o }
(3.38)
(3.39)
For future reference, we also note that these results and the integrability condition (3.18) 
imply that
Rx°,h(x ) ~ K ( x ) — R x °,q (x ) f°r all x > 0 , 
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where h is the running payoff function appearing in the performance criterion defined by 
(3.5), K  is given by (3.7) and Q is defined by (3.15).
We also need the following results tha t have been established in Jack, Johnson and Zervos 
[JJZ08, Section3]. The functions </>, $  defined by
^  =  and =  T T T T ^ ) ’ (3-41)0 (c) W{c)
where c > 0 is the same constant as in the definition (3.2)of the scale function px o, are C 2
and
where
0 < 4>{x) and <j>'(x) <  0 , for all x > 0 , 
0 <  ip(x) and ^'{x)  > 0 , for all x  > 0 , 
lim 0 (x) =  lim J){x) — oo,
xj.0 x —>oo
0 (x)V>'(:r) -  &'(x)i/>(x) = Cpyo(x),
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
C  =  —
2Cr(c)
a 2{c)^y(c)^'(c) "
and C is given by (3.27). Also, these functions span the solution space of the ODE
(3.46)
Cyu{x)  := \ a  (x ) v ! \ x ) 4- p(x)u f(x) — p(x)u(x) = 0, (3.47)
where p  and p are given by (3.12) and (3.16). In the presence of Assumption 8 .(d), the 
function R Yo jyrQ given by
R Y ° , V r Q ( X ) —  ^
P O O  ( y 0\
/  e~At V rQ(Yt°)dt  
Jo
where p and V rQ are defined by (3.16) and (3.17), is well-defined and real-valued. Further­
more,
R X ° , q ( x ) -  R Y ° , V r Q ( x ) (3.48)
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^  1 r M   ^ r  (VrQ)(s)i:'(s) J , 1 , f °  (Dr Q )(s)[-0 '](s) J „
RY°,vrQ(x) = ^ [ - 0  ](*) f  r ( s¥x o ( s )  ds + (x) I  r ( $ ¥ x M  ds, (3.49)
and
Um r v °m (x ) = lim r y °,t>; q (x ) = 0 (3.50)
xj.0 (p \x) x->oo Ip'yx)
In the presence of assumptions that we have made, Lemma 6 in Jack, Johnson and Zervos 
[JJZ08] proves tha t there exists a unique point a > 0 such tha t
:= r »  (VrQ ) ( s m s )  J < 0 ,  if a > 0, and * < a,
Jx r(s)px „(s) | >0 ]  i fa. > a .
Furthermore, a > 0 if and only if
x* > 0 and lim ^(x) < 0, (3.52)
xj.0
where x* > 0 is as in Assumption 8 .(d).
We can now establish the following technical result on which part of our analysis in the 
next section will be based.
L em m a 6 . In the presence of Assumptions f -8 ,  the function R x ®,q given by (3-40) satisfies
R  yO (x)
Hm ' =  00 (3’53)x—>oo <P \ x)
and
d R ' x oQ(x) 2 r { x )p '0{x) J < 0 , if  a > 0 and x  <  a,
g(x) < (3.54)
dx <f/{x) a 2{x)[(f>'{x)}2 | >Qj  if  x > a ^
where a > 0 is the unique point appearing in (3.51).
P ro o f. Using (3.48)-(3.49), we can calculate
In view of this identity and (3.48)-(3.49), we can see that
d -^x°,q(x) _ 4 > " i x) ~ 4>'{x)i)"ix)
dx <f)'{x) C[(f)'{x)]2
(3^28)  2r(x)p'x o{x)
- g ( x ) ,
a2 {x)[(j)'{x)]‘
g(x). (3.55)
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Combining this calculation with (3.51), we obtain (3.54).
To prove (3.53), we first note that (3.42)-(3.43) and (3.45) imply that
Q < < l 
Cpyoix)
Combining these inequalities with (3.13 ) and the definition of </> in (3.41) we can see that
Um * W ( * )  =  ^ m  Um J M .  = o (3.56)
x^oo r{x)p'x 0 (x)  r(c) x^oo P y 0(x)
Because lim ^oo  ip{x) = oo (see(3.44). Also, the identity
d  f  1 \  2 p ( x )
dx \ P y 0{x) J cr2(x)p'y0(x)
which follows from the definition (3.13) of the scale function pyo, and the fact that (j) satisfies 
the ODE Cyu{x)  =  0 imply that
d (  </>'(x ) \  2
dx yp'y0{x) J  a2(x)p'y0(x)
2 p{x)(f>{x)
\<j2 (x)(f)" (x) +  p(x)4>'(x)
(J2 (x ) p ' y0 (x)
This calculation, (3.13) and the definition of <j) in (3.41) imply that
d f a 2{x)4>"{x)\ 2p(x)4>'{x)
(3.57)
(3.58)
dx  \ r ( x ) p ' x 0 (x) J r{x)p'x  0(x ) '
Combining this calculation with (3.56), we can see that
[ ° °  p(s)<l>’{ s ) _  a 2 (x)<t>"(x)
J x r{s) ffx „ ( * ) “ * 2r(x ) j /x o ( x Y  K *  1
In view of (3.20) in Assumption (8).(f) and the fact th a t </»' <  0, we can see tha t the 
function g  defined by (3.51) satisfies
/ X P(S)<t>'(S) . (3-59) (J2 {x)(f)"(x) r „  + /o
g(x)  > —e . . .— -r^ d s — e — f°r ^  x  > x  • (3.60)
W  “  J x r (s )px o(s ) 2 r ( x ) p ’x 0 (x)
Combining this calculation with (3.53), we can see that, given any x  >
R x o q ( x ) _  R'x o,q (x ^) f x 2 r(s)j/y0(s)
(f)'(x) (f)'(xt)  J xt (J2(s)[(j)'{s)]29  S S
(f)f(x^) ^ '(xf) 4>'{xy
which implies that (3.53) because limx_>0o <f>'{x) — 0 and <fi'(x) < 0, for all x  > 0. □
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3.4 The solution  to  the control problem
In view of standard theory of stochastic control (e.g., see Chapter VIII in Fleming and 
Soner [FS93]), we expect th a t the value function v identifies with an appropriate solution w 
to the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation
max < Cxw(x)  +  h(x), sup [w(x + z) — K ( x  +  z)\ — [w(x) — K(x)}  — Cf > — 0, (3.61)
I z > 0  J
where Cx  is the operator defined by (3.14).
In order to get some intuition around equation (3.61) consider the following argument. At 
time zero the management can choose between two possible alternatives:
OPTION 1: intervene immediately with an impulse of size 2 and then continue optimally. 
Since this is not necessarily the optimal strategy the following inequality should hold
w{x) >  sup [w(x +  z) — K ( x  +  z)] — K (x )  — C f .  (3.62)
z> 0
OPTION 2: do nothing for an interval of time A t  > 0 and then continue optimally. 
According to Bellman’s principle of optimality, we have
*At
w{x) > E f.Jo ~Ath{Xt)dt + e - A^ w { X  At) (3.63)
Applying the Ito ’s formula for semi-martingales to the term  e A^ tw{Xxt )  dividing (3.63) 
by A t  and finally letting A t —» 0, we obtain
£ x ^ ( ^ )  +  h(x) < 0. (3.64)
Since the alternatives described are the only two available, at least one of (3.62) or (3.64) 
should hold with equality, which is equivalent to state tha t w(x)  has to satisfy equation 
(3.61).
We conjecture tha t the optimal strategy of our problem can take one of two qualitatively 
different forms, depending on the problem data. The first of these arises when it is optimal 
to never exert any control effort. In this case, we expect that the value function v identify 
with
J x(0) = E
* r ( X ° )  „
/  e ‘ h{X°) dt
Jo
and the function R x 0 h defined by (3.33) in with G — h should satisfy (3.61). The following 
result is concerned with a necessary and sufficient condition tha t determines the optimality 
of this case.
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L em m a 7. Suppose that Assumptions f - 8  hold, and let a > 0 be the point associated with 
(3.51) in the previous section. Then there exists a unique point x  > 0 such that
and
R x °,q (x ) <
f  a =  0 , x > 0 ,  i f a > 0 ,
o'A i f x > 0 a n d X  <  X,
=  0 , i f x > 0 a n d II
o~V
i f x  >  X.
(3.65)
(3.66)
Furthermore, the function Rx°,h satisfies the HJB equation (3.61) if and only if
£ =  0 or x > 0  and R x o q (x ) — l im R x o q (x ) — Cf < 0. (3.67)
’ xj.0 ’
The second and more interesting possibility is to intervene. In this case, we postulate 
th a t the optimal strategy is characterised by two strictly positive points (3 < 7 , and can be 
described as follows. If the initial condition x  of the state process is less than or equal to fi, 
then control effort should be exerted to cause a jump to 7 . As long as the state process takes 
values in ]fi, 7 [, the system’s controller should take no action, i.e., wait. Each time the state 
process hits the boundry point fi, the system’s state should be immediately repositioned at 
7  (see Figure 1 below). In view of Remark 1, this strategy can be described by the collection
(T0*, ...,T * ,...; AZ0* ,..., A Z * ,...) defined by
{7  — x, if x < fi, (3.68)
0, if x  > fi,
T„* =  inf{t > T * _ , \ x ;  < 0}  and A =  7  -  A  for n > 1. (3.69)
We will prove that this strategy is indeed optimal by showing tha t its payoff, as a function 
of the initial condition x, identifies with an appropriate solution of the HJB equation (3.61). 
In light of the standard heuristic arguments tha t explain the structure of (3.61), this solution 
should satisfy
Cx w{x) +  h{x) =  0, for x > fi,
and
w(x) = wfy)  — [K{7 ) — K(x)\  — Cf, for x < fi.
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F igu re 1.
Recalling the discussion at the beginning of Section 3, w admits the expression 
w(x) = A<p(x) +  Bip(x) +  R x oh(x), for x > P ,
for some constants A , B  E R, where the functions (f> and ip have been introduced at the 
beginning of Section 3 and the function Rx°,h is defined by (3.33)-(3.34) for G = h. It turns 
out that the arguments that we use to establish Theorem 9 below, which is our main result, 
remain valid only for the choice B  = 0. For this reason, we look for a solution to the HJB 
equation (3.61) of the form
A(p{x) +  R x o^(x),  f°r x  > Pi
W  ( X )  —  ^
w(7 ) -  [K(7 ) -  K(x))  — Cf, for x < p.
_ |  Acf)(x) +  R x oth(x), for x >  P, ^  ^
\ k (x ) +  A(f>(7 ) -F R x o ^ l )  c /, for x < P-
To specify the parameter A , p  and 7  , we appeal to the so-called “smooth pasting” condition 
of stochastic control that requires that the value function should be C 1, in particular, at the
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point p. This requirement gives rise to the system of equations
A m + RXo , m = K(f3) + A m + R x ° m  -  k(  7) -  c/, (3.71)
A4,'(l3) + R'x o m  = K'(P).  (3.72)
Also, combining the identity
w ( 7 )  -  K { 7 )  -  [w(P) -  KP]  - c f  = 0, 
which follows from the definition (3.70), with the inequality
w( P  + z) — K ( P  + z) — [w ( P ) — K{P) \  — Cf < 0, for all z > 0,
tha t is associated with (3.61), we can see that the function
z 1— > w( P  +  z) -  K ( P  +  z) -  w( P)  +  K ( P )  -  Cf
has a local maximum at z =  7  — p. Combining this observation with the structure of the 
function w  given by (3.70), we can see that
u /(7 ) -  * '( 7 )  =  V ( 7 )  +  #x°,h (x ) -  * '( 7 )  =  0 (3-73)
should hold true.
Recalling (3.40) from the previous section, we can see that (3.72) and (3.73) are equivalent
to
A  =  - R 'x ° a (P) and A = - R 'x °'Q b )
<P(P) “  0 '(7)
Therefore, the free-boundary point P < 7 should satisfy the equation
(O \ R 'x °,q (P) R 'x °,q (7)
0W -  +  - ^ W -  =  O-
(3.74)
(3.75)
Furthermore, (3.40), (3.71) and (3.74) imply tha t the points P < 7  should also satisfy the 
equation
W ,7 )  : =  - * x ° ,q (7 ) -  ! ^ W 7 ) ]  +  [*xo,«(/3) -  p ^ R ’x oiQ(I3) +  Cf
n
= /  4>(s)
J p
=  0 ,
R \X ° , Q
<t>>
(.s)ds +  Cf
(3.76)
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where the second identity follows from the calculation
d
dx I 'W * )  -  I S ' W ’O] = <3-77)
while, (3.74) and (3.76) imply that A  admits the expression
A -  R x0 ’Q ^  ~ R x ° ,q (P) ~  Cf
m - m  ' ( }
The following result, which we prove in the Appendix, is concerned with the considerations 
above regarding the solvability of the HJB equation (3.61).
Lem m a 8. Suppose that Assumptions 4~8 are satisfied. The system of equations (3.75)-  
(3.76) has a unique solution 0 < fi < 7  if  and only if  x  > 0 and (3.67 ) fails, i.e., if  and 
only if
x  > 0 and R x °,q(£) — h m ii^ o Q ^ )  — Cf > 0, (3.79)
where x  6 [0,00[ is as in Lemma 7. I f  (3.79) hold true, then the function w defined by (3.70) 
with A given by (3.74) or (3.78) is a C l with absolutely continuous first derivative bounded 
from below solution of the HJB equation (3.61).
We can now prove the main result of the paper.
T heorem  9. Suppose that Assumptions 4~8 hold. The following two cases hold true:
(I) I f  (3.67) is true, then the value function v identifes with the function R xq:q , and the 
optimal intervention strategy is Z°  =  0, namely, it is optimal to never exert any control 
effort.
(II) I f  (3.79) is true, namely, if (3.67) is false, then the value function v identifies with the
function w defined by (3.70) with A  given by (3.74) or (8.78), and the optimal intervention
strategy is described by (3.68)-(3.69).
Proof. We fix any initial condition x  > 0 and any admissible intervention strategy Z  E A.  
Also, depending on whether (3.67) is true or false, we let w be the solution of the HJB 
equation (3.61) that is as in Lemma 7 or Lemma 8 , respectively. Using Ito ’s formula and 
the fact that Xt+ = Xt  +  A Zt, we calculate
i r ( X )  . r ( X )
T w ( X t +)  = w(x)  +  / e 4 Cxw{Xt)  dt + M t  
Jo
+ E  e“ A*m K X t  +  A z t ) - w ( X t ) ]
te[o,T]
a!
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where the operator L x  is defined by (3.14), and
-T
M T = [  e - A^ X)a {X t)w '(X t) d W t .
Jo
In view of this calculation, and the fact that w satisfies the HJB equation (3.61), we obtain
f  e - A'‘m h{Xt ) d t -  Y ,  e~A*<X> [K(Xt + A Z t) -  K ( X t ) + Cf] l{Azt>0}>
0 fe[o,r]
=  w(x) — e~A? )w ( X t +) +  [  e_At( } [Cx'w(Xt) +  h ( X t )] dt +  M t
Jo
+ Y e~A’m  (w(Xt + A Z t) - K ( X t + A Z t) - { w ( X t ) - K ( X t ) } - c f ) l [AZ,>0}
t€[0,T\
< w{x)  — e at  w ( X t + )  +  M t -
t ( X )
(3.80)
Given a localising sequence (rn) for the stochastic integral M , we can take expectations in 
(3.80), to obtain
r-TnAT
E
f T n / \ ±  r ( X )  r ( X )
/  e ' A* h ( X t ) d t -  Y  e 1 IK ( X t + A Z t) - K ( X t ) + c , ] l lAZ,>0}
Jo A-ntG[0,rn AT]
< w (x ) +  E (3.81)
where w~ =  — (w A  0). The assumption that h / r  is bounded from below, the fact that the 
process 0  defined by O* =  — exp , for t > 0, is increasing, and Fatou’s lemma imply
that
E /  e~A‘ h (X t ) dt 
Jo
=  E h{X t) Uo r ( X t) d&*
< lim inf E
n — > 0 0
= lim inf E
71— > 0 0
h ( X t )
r (X() d e t
Tn^T
L
f T n / S 1  A r ( X )
/  e ‘ h{X t) dt 
J o
(3.82)
while the monotone convergence theorem implies that
E
^  .  r ( X )
Y  e“ A< [K(Xt + A Z t) -  K ( X t ) + cf ] l {AZt>o}
je[0,T]
= lim E
n —+oo
Y e~A‘m  lK ( X t + AZt )  -  K ( X t )  +  c,\ l {AZt>o)
te [0 ,rn AT]
(3.83)
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Also, the fact tha t w is bounded and the dominated convergence theorem imply that
lim E
71— ► OO
e Arn^Tw ( X ( TnAT +))
HX)
=  E e~Ar ' W- { X T+)
r (X)
In view of these observations, we can pass to the limit n  —> oo in (3.81) to obtain
"T
E [  e ~ ^ X)h (X t) d t -  Y ,  e - A"‘m i K ( X t + A Z t ) - K ( X t) + cf } l {AZt>o}
v  0  » r n  * rn'\t e [ 0 , r n A T ]
r ( X )
< ic ( x ) + E  e T w (X t +) (3.84)
lim E
T —► OO
=  0,
Combining this inequality with the limit
r
e T w (X t + )
which follows from Assumption 8 .(c) and the fact that w~  is bounded, we can see that
-T A T \ )
e“ * h ( X t) dt -
t£[o,T}
JX{Z) = lim sup E
T  — >oo
[  ~A‘m t  Y  e - A‘m l K ( X t + A Z t ) - K ( X t ) + cf } l {AZt>0}
j  0 j. s-\c\ /T1!
< w(x)
It follows that
v(x) < w{x) for all x  > 0 . (3.85)
If (3.67) is true, then w =  Rx°,h■ Combining this fact with (3.85) and the observation 
that the control strategy Z° = 0 has payoff Jx (0) =  R x o ^ { x ) — w(x)  for all x > 0, which 
follows from the definition (3.33) of Rx°,hi  we obtain part I of the theorem.
In view of (3.85), we will establish case II of the theorem if we prove tha t the payoff function 
x  J x(Z*)associated with the strategy Z* given by (3.68)-(3.69) is equal to the function 
w given by (3.70) when the problem data satisfies (3.79) in Lemma 8 . To this end, we first 
note that, given any n > 0, the process X*  satisfies
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on the event {Tn < oo}, where =  (W ^+ t — ^T * )  1{t *<o o } and the second equal­
ity follows from Revuz and Yor [RY94, Propositions V.1.5] The process W ^  is a standard 
(^rT*+t)-Brownian motion tha t is independent of T t * under the conditional probability mea­
sure P(.|T* < oo) (see Revuz and Yor [RY94, Exercise IV.3.21]). Therefore, the process X ^  
defined by
X t(n) = XTn+tl {T*<oo} for t > 0 and n  > 0, (3.86)
is independent of T t * under P(.|T* < oo) and its distribution under P(.|T* < oo) is the 
same as the distribution of X °  under P. In view of this observation and the definition of 
conditional expectation, we can see that
E F ( x W ) | ^ r - l  1 { t j < = o } =  E  1 { t - < o c } (3.87)
for every operator F mapping continuous functions on R+ to continuous functions on R+. 
Indeed, given any event T G T t * , we can calculate
P(T„* < oo)
E [E [F(X°)] l {r. <0o}lr] =  E [f(*<°>)] P({Tn* <
<  O O
=  Elp( lr »<“ ) [F(X ")]EIP<-I:r»<” ) [ l{r„-<co}nr] 
=  EpMT»<“ ) [F (X ")l{ r. <oo)nr]
=  P ( f ^ ) E [F(X n)1« < “ >l r ] ’
where we denote by E^-l7" ^ 00) [.] expectation computed under the conditional probability 
measure P(.|T* < oo), and the last equality follows because the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
o fP (.|T *  < oo) with respect to P  is given by
d P ( . |T * < o o ) _  1
dF P(T* < oo) ^ <00>'  ^ '
In view of the definition (3.86) of X ^n\  (3.87), the fact that
Y ^n ) = 7  and T*+l -  T* =  ini{t > 0| x\n) =  /?} for all n  > 1, (3.89)
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and the definition (3.29) of the stopping time we can see that
' -A;(r r -Ar(X*} ( f 7"+1 , , \E e "+i =  E e n E
6XP \ J t * T(X t ^dt )  ^ 1{7^<oo}
=  E
=  E
-Ar(x*}e Tn E
-Ar(x*}e Tn E
e X P \ I o  + r (X t n)")d t J ^
{Tn <°o}
<3^ 0) E -a! * -*'e 1n <t>( 7)
m
for all n  >  1.
Combining this calculation with the observation that
, if x < P,
, if x > P,
E
' -Ar ( j0 ' 
e =
f
’ -Al(x0)"E e
E e x'P
.
(3 3 0 ) J  (f>(/3)
W )
if x  <  0,
if x > 0 ,
which follows from the description of the intervention strategy Z* in (3.68)-(3.69), we can 
see that, given an initial condition x > 0 of the state process X * ,
E re Tn -
<f>( 7)
[<t>(p)\
<t>{x)
m
<f>{ i) 71— 1
if x < (3, 
if x > ft,
for all n  > 1. (3.90)
Similarly, we can use (3.86)-(3.89), the definition (3.29) of the (Tt )-stopping time T7wg and 
the structure of the intervention strategy Z* given by (3.68)-(3.69) to calculate
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E 1{T*< 00}
f T n + 1
J t *
-A r(X*} e n E
e T n
e - ^ X‘\ h \ ( X t ) d t
+ exp f -  j f  r (X ' f ‘>)ds \ \h\(X^n))dt\FT;
rTi,t 
Jo
{T*<oo}
e \h\{X")dt
R x Q,\h\ix ) _  Rx°, \h\{P)^ e X’t3
E
r ( X * )-A . e R x°, \h\ i l)  ~  R xo,\h\{P)^
if n =  0 and x > j3,
if n > 1 or n  =  0 and x < /?,
-Rxo.I/iiOe) ~  ^A:0^|(/2)|7§y>
=
, s f )  [$§}] h o , i„ i ( 7 )  - Rx°,\h\(P)$$i
the last equality following from (3.30) and (3.90).
if n  =  0 and x > (3, 
if n > 0 and x < (3, 
, if 72 >  1 and x > /?,
(3.91)
Combining (3.90) with the monotone convergence theorem, we can see that, given any 
initial condition x > 0,
E £  e - ^ ' *  [K(X;  +  A Zl )  -  K ( X l )  + c,\ l {AZ(.>o)
te[o,T]
[ X ( 7 ) - X ( x) +  C/] +  E ? L i E
1 IE
r ( X * y-A e 1n
r ( X * )-A e 1 n [K{j) -  K(j3) + cf\, if x<{3,
[K{l) — K((3) + cf ], if x > /3 ,
[K(7 ) -  K(x )  + c,\ +  m 7 ) -  K(t3) +  Cf ] ,  if x < 0 ,
(3.92)
^ W F m \ K ( ' r ) - K ( 0 )  + cf ], if x  > 0,
which proves tha t (3.8) in Definition 1 is satisfied, so Z* is admissible. In view of (3.18) in 
Assumption(8), we can see that (3.91) and the monotone convergence theorem imply that
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E fJo e - At
r(X*)
\h\(x;)dt
N
=  lim V  EN—>00 ^
n = 0
/J t:
n+l A.r(X*)
{t *<oo} I e * \h\{X*)dt
1*1(7 ) - ^ o , | A| ( / 3 ) | ^ ] e “=o [ M } n > if x ^ ' 3’
R X  . lW(®) -  r x °,w ( 0 ) M + M  w  -  R x ° . \ » m M ]  s “=i [ M .
'R x ° m ^ ) M ^ ) - R x ° m W m M ) '  if
+  M - M  [^ " .Ifc lW  “  f lx»,|A| W ]  if X > 0 ,
n — 1
if x > (3,
< 00. (3.93)
This inequality implies tha t we can use the dominated convergence theorem to make similar 
calculations with h in place of \h\ and obtain
E /Jo
A r ( X * )
e 4 h(X*)dt
R x ^ ) M f M - r x ° ^ M f M v  if x z p ,
Rx°,h(x) + -  R X\h(P)]  if x > 0 .
(3.94)
From (3.92)-(3.94) and the fact that R x °,q — Rx°,h ~ K  (see (3-40)), we can see that, 
given any initial condition x < j3,
Rxo,h( l)  -  K ( 7 ) -  [Rx o,h(0) ~ K(0 )  -  cf )
U Z * )  =  -
( 3 .7 8 )
-0 (7 ) +  R x o,h{l) -  [K{7 ) -  K(x)\  -  cf
=  M i l )  +  R x o , h i i )  -  \K i i )  ~  K i x )\ -  cf
( 3 .7 0 )
=  w(x),
while, given any initial condition x  > (3,
r Rx°,h(l) -  K ( 7 ) -  [Rxoth(P) -  K(f3) -  Cf] ^  ^  D ^
M Z  ) = ------ TTa\---- I7T7---------------------- W  +  R X°,h(x )4>{P) ~  (f>{7 )
{3=8)A(f)(x) +  R x o,h(x )
( 3 .7 0 )
=  w(x),
and the proof is complete. □
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3.5 Special cases
We now consider special cases that arise when the running payoff function h is a power utility 
function and the running cost function k as well as the discounting factor r are constant. In 
particular, we assume that
h{x) — \ x u, K ' ( x ) =  k(x)  =  k, and r(x) — r\,
for some constants At, A, r\ > 0  and v E ]0 ,1[. Also, we assume that the uncontrolled system ’s 
state dynamics are modelled by a geometric Brownian motion (Section 3.5.1) or by a mean- 
reverting square-root process such as the one in the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross interest rate model 
(Section 3.5.2).
3 .5 .1  G eo m e tr ic  B ro w n ia n  m o tio n
Suppose that X °  is a geometric Brownian motion, so that
for some constants b and a  0, and assume that rq > b. In this case, it is a standard exercise 
to verify that, if we choose c =  1, then
dX? = bX® dt +  crX? dW t , X% = x > 0,
(j)(x) = x m, ^ ( x )  — x n and p'x o(x) — x n+m \  
where the constants m  < 0 < n  are the solution to the quadratic equation
,n + m —1
a2l2 +  (b ) / — r\ = 0 .
Also, it is well-known that
r i  > b n  > 1.
In this context, Assumptions 4-7 and 8 .(a)-8 .(c) are all satisfied (see Jack, Johnson and 
Zervos [JJZ08, section 5.1]). Noting that
p{x) =  r\ — b > 0 and Q(x) = \ x u — (ri — b)KX,
we can see that
=  — At <  0
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so Assumption 8 .(f) is also satisfied.
In this special case, the point a appearing in (3.51) is given by
a =
X v[n — 1)
> 0
k {t i — b) (n — v)_
(see Jack, Johnson and Zervos [JJZ08, section 5.1]). In view of the calculation
A
R x°,q (x ) -  “ T ■X — KX,jc72v2 +  (b — |cr2) — r i 
we can see the point x > a introduced in Lemma 7 is given by
Xv
K{\a2v2 + { b -  \ ( j2) - n )
while
R x °,q {£) -
Xv
n { \ ( i 2v 2 +  (b — ^<t2 ) — n )
(3.95)
(3.96)
Furthermore, we can use (3.75) and the second expression for 0 in (3.76) to calculate 
2vn  r 2«;n(ri -  b)
l )  =  - r i(n  — v)(v — m) [ Y ~ m -  P"-™} +
^ l- m  _  p i —mi
and
0 ( P ,  7) =  -■
2 n
\ l l / - P u } +
n ( n  — 1)(1 — m)  
2Kn{r\ — b)
h - P ]  + cf.
r i(n  — v) r \{n — 1)
Using (3.95) and (3.96), we can see tha t the second inequality in (8) is equivalent to
(3.97)
(3.98)
k (1 — v) 
v
We conclude this special case by observing that, if (3.99) is false, then we are in the context 
of Case I of Theorem 9 and it is optimal to never exert any control effort, while, if the 
problem data  satisfy (3.99), then we are in the context of Case II of Theorem 9, the system 
of equations ^ ( / 3 , 7 )  =  0 and 6(@, 7 )  =  0, where 77 and 0 are given by (3.97) and (3.98), has 
a unique solution such that 0 < (3 < a < 7 ,  and the optimal strategy is characterised by 
(3.68)-(3.69).
Xv
k ( - /t2(7*V“ +  ( 6 - V ) - r 1) >  C f .
(3.99)
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3 .5 .2  M e a n -r e v e r tin g  sq u a re-ro o t p ro cess
Suppose that X °  is a mean-reverting square-root process, so that
dXg  =  a(C -  Xg) dt +  a dWu Xg = x  > 0
for some constants a , £, a >  0 , and assume that
-  \u2 > 0, (3.100)
which is a necessary and sufficient condition for X °  to be non-explosive. In this case, As­
sumptions 4-7 and 8 .(a )-8 .(e) are all satisfied,
and
where U and \Fi  are the confluent hypergeometric function in Chapter 13 of Abramowitz 
and Stegun [AS72] , ( for a proof of all these statements, see Jack, Johnson and Zervos[JJZ08, 
section 5.2]). Also, noting that
p(x) =  r\ +  a  >  0 and Q{x) — \ x v — (ri +  ol) k x  +  
we can see that
which implies that Assumption 8 .(f) is satisfied as well. We conclude this section by noting 
that the complexity of this special case is such that we have to resort to numerical techniques 
to obtain any further results.
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3.6 A ppendix
A ppendix: p roof o f selected  resu lts
P roo f o f Lem m a 7. The claims in (3.65) and (3.65) follow immediately once we combine 
(3.53)-(3.54) in Lemma 6 with (3.48), (3.50) and the fact tha t (/>' < 0. Since Rx°,h satisfies 
the ODE £xRx° ,h i x) +  h(x) =  0 (see (3.33)-(3.35)), we can see tha t the choice of w =  Rx°,h 
is a solution of the HJB equation (3.61 ) if and only if
Rx°,hix + z) — K( x  + z) — [Rx oji(x) — K(x)]  — Cf < 0 for all x, z  > 0 ,
or, equivalently, if and only if
R x° ,q (x  +  z) — R x° ,q (x ) ~ Cf < 0 for all x, z > 0 ,
(see (3.40)). In view of (3.66), we can see tha t this condition is equivalent to (3.67), and the 
proof is complete. □
P roof o f Lem m a 8. Given a point (3 > 0, (3.53)-(3.54) in Lemma 6 imply that
d | <  0, if (3 < a and 7  G](3,a\,
lim rj(0 ,7 ) =  0 0  and ——77(/5, 7 ) I
7-00  ( > 0, if 7  >  a,
Combining these results with the fact that r)(/3, (3) — 0, we can see tha t there exists a unique 
function L: ]0,a[ —> ]a, 0 0 [ such that
(3 < a < L((3) and r]{(3, L{(3)) — 0, for all (3 £ \0,a[,
and that there exists no 7  >  (3 satisfying r){(3, 7 ) if (3 > a, and that
lim L{(3) — a. (3.101)
In particular,
< 0 , if 7  el/2,L((3)[,
T](Pn){  for all (3 e]0, a[. (3.102)
> 0 , if 7  > L((3),
Differentiating r]((3,L(/3)) — 0 with respect to (3 using (3.54), we can see tha t in Lemma 6
r m p 'X o m  s in )  f, in -
L{P> r ( m ) P'x 0( m )  a m w m 2 # ( « )  ( 1
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where the inequality follows from (3.51) and the strict positivity of the function r,p'x 0 .
Furthermore, we can see th a t the definition of 77, (3.48), (3.50) and (3.66) in Lemma 7 imply 
that
lim L(j3) =  x. (3.104)
x|0
Now, we consider the equation 6((3,L(/3)) =  0 for (5 e]0,a[. In view of (3.101), we can see 
that
lim 6(P, L(P)) = 6(a, a) — Cf > 0.
0\a
Also, we can use (3.66)in Lemma 6 and (3.103) to calculate
±  6(0, m )  = [ m  -  m m ]  > 0 for an 0 e]o, 4.
These calculations imply tha t there exists a unique (5 G]0, a[ such that 9(/3, L{(3)) =  0 if and
only if lim/3jo 0(Pi L(/3)) < 0, which, in view of the first expression in the definition (3.76) of
0, in Lemma 7 and (3.104), is true if and only if
- R x o  o ( x ) +
0 1 0 r x °,q ( 0 )  ~  ,q W
+  c / <  0. (3.105)
If the implications
xlo R x °>Q^ > ^  Jjjo ^ J x ) R 'XQ^  =  0 (3.106)
and
lim R x o q ( x ) =  — 00 => lim
x|0 0 '( x ) ^ AU’« '
hold true, then we can see tha t (3.105) is equivalent to (3.79 ).
-0 0  (3.107)
To prove (3.106) we argue by contradiction. To this end, we recall that R'x0 q ( x )  > 0 for 
all x < x  (see(3.66)), and we assume that the problem data is such that
lim ^Y oof^) > —00 and lim . R'Y0 n (x) < 0.
xj.0 A  ,WV '  xjO (f)'(x) X ’
In such a case, there exist e > 0 and £ €]0,x[ such that
^ j j ^ R 'xo,q ( x ) < ~e  for all x  e ]0 ,£[.
Using the facts tha t <// < 0 < (f) and limxjo 00*0 =  °°? we then calculate
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00 >  [Rx °,q {0  -  #x°,q (z)]
xj(J
=  lim / R'v0 rt(s)dsx[0j x X
r  / V W .> — elim / - , - r ds
xlO Jx 0(s)
= — e lim [In 0 (£) — In <j)(x)\ 
xlO
-oo:
which is a contradiction.
To prove (3.107) we also argue by contradiction, and we assume that
lim R  v o  o(x)  =  — 0 0  and lim
*10 xjO R x° ,q {x ) ^ x ) R 'x ° ^ X^
>  —0 0 .
In this case, there exist K  > 0 and £ E]0,x[ such that
d)( x}
r x°,q{x ) < _ 2A; and R x oq(x) -  — t-zR'x o q { x )  > —K  for all x  e]0, £[
<p
Noting that the second inequality here is equivalent to
d r x °,q (x ) K(f)'(x)
dx 4>{x) (f)2(x) ’
we can see that, in this context,
2K  R x o q (x ) ^ R x q q {Q R x o q {x )
0(C) <t>(x ) 0(0 
L w s )
K  K
+
0(x)
0 ( C )  0 ( r c ) '
In view of (3.37) with G = Q and the fact that lim ^o 4>{x ) =  we can pass to the limit as 
x  J, 0 to obtain
2 K  K
~ m  W r
which is contradiction.
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By construction, we will prove that (3.79) holds true, the function w defined by (3.70), 
with A  given by (3.74), satisfies the HJB equation (3.61) if we show that
C xw (x)  +  h(x) =  ^ a 2(x)w"(x) +  b(x)w'(x) — r(x)w(x)  +  h{x) < 0, for x < j3, (3.108)
and
w(x  +  z) — K (x  +  z) — [w(x) — K(x)\ — Cf < 0 for all x , z >  0. 
To this end, we first use the definition (3.74) of A  to calculate
(3.109)
A(f)' (x) + R'x o h(x) =4>{x) ^ X 0,q (X}
(3= 5V'(^)??(/?,2:)
> 0 , if zG ]/?,7 [,
< 0 , if x > 7 ,
the inequalities following from (3.102) and the fact th a t 7  =  This calculation and the
definition(3.70) of w imply that
w'(x) — K'{x)  <
=  0 , if x  E]0, P[, 
> 0, i f x E ] p , j [ ,  
< 0 , for x > 7 .
(3.110)
Combining these inequalities with (3.73), we can see tha t (3.109) holds true. Also, these 
inequalities imply that
lim \w"(x) -  K "(x)  1 > 0. (3.111)
x i P 1 n
Finally, in view of the definition (3.15) of Q, we can see that (3.108) is equivalent to
< A(j>(y) +  R x o,h{l) - K ( y ) ~  cf  (3=°} ^ ( 7 ) -  K (  7 ) -  cf  {Z= ] w{(3) -  K (0 ) ,
r \x)
for x < p. Since P < a < x*, (3.17) in Assumption 8 .(d) implies that
d Q(x) 1
dx r(x) r{x)
It follows that (3.108) is true if and only if
Q{x)
V rQ{x) > 0 for all x < p.
r ( x )
< W(P) -  K (0 ) .
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To see tha t this inequality holds true, we use the facts that Cx<t>{x) =  0 and £ x R x ° ,h + h (x ) =  
0, and the definition (3.15) of Q to observe tha t Cx[w{x) — K ( x )] +  Q ( X ) =  0, for x > (3. 
Combining this with the fact that w'{(3) — K'{(3) =  0 (see (3.72)), we can see that
’J-’(P) -  K-(ji) =  lim - i -  [Q(x) -  |<r2{x)[w"(x) -  K"(x)] -  b(x)\w'(x) -  K'(x)]]
l im K ( i )  -  K"{x)] r(/3) 2r(P) 4 0 1 K ’ K n
(3.n D Q tf)  
r(/3) '
and the proof is complete. □
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Buy-low and sell-high investm ent 
strategies
4.1 Introduction
Buy-low and sell-high investment strategies are a recurrent theme in the considerations of 
many investors. In this chapter, we consider an investor who aims at maximising the expected 
discounted cash-flow that can be generated by sequentially buying and selling one shaxe of 
a given asset at fixed transaction costs. We model the underlying asset price by means of a 
general one-dimensional Ito diffusion X , we solve the resulting stochastic control problem in 
a closed analytic form, and we completely characterise the optimal strategy. In particular, we 
show that, if 0 is a natural boundary point of X , e.g., if X  is a geometric Brownian motion, 
then it is never optimal to sequentially buy and sell. On the other hand, we prove that, if 0 is 
an entrance point of X ,  e.g., if X  is a mean-reverting constant ellasticity of variance (CEV) 
process, then it may be optimal to sequentially buy and sell, depending on the problem data.
4.2 Problem  form ulation and assum ptions
In this problem we consider an asset with price process X  th a t is modelled by the one­
dimensional Ito diffusion
d X t = b(Xt)dt + a{X t ) dWt , X 0 =  x > 0, (4.1)
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where W  is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion. An investor follows a strategy 
that consists of sequentially buying and selling one share of the asset. We use a controlled 
finite variation caglad process Y  that takes values in {0 ,1} to model the investors position 
in the market. In particular, Yt =  1 (resp., Yt =  0) represents the state where the investor 
holds (resp., does not hold) the asset, while, the jumps of Y  occur at the sequence of times 
(Tn,n  > 1) at which the investor buys or sells. Given an initial condition (lb, X q) = (y,x)  E 
{0 , 1} x]0 , oo[, the investor objective is to select a strategy that maximises the performance 
criterion
Jy AY ) =  l i m  E ar > — * n n  i  ^n ►OO
3= 1
- A t , [(XT. -  Cs)\^^yt  ^=—1} “  (X Tj +  C 6 ) l{ A y Tj. = l } ] 1 {rJ< oo} ■ (4.2)
Where the state-dependent discounting factor A is defined by
f t r ( X s)ds , (4.3)
Jo
A* =
for some function r > 0 , and the constants q, > 0 (resp., cs > 0) represents the transaction 
cost of buying (resp., selling) one share of the asset. Accordingly, we define the problem’s 
value function v by
v (y ,x )  = sup Jy x^ (Y), for y E {0,1} and x  > 0 , (4-4)
Y e A y,x
where A ViX is the set of admissible investment strategies, which is introduced by Definition 2 
in Section 4.2.
We are going to prove later that, in the presence of the general assumptions that we make 
on 6, a and r, the optimisation problem defined by (4.1)-(4.4) is well-posed, in particular, 
the limit in (4.2) exists (see Theorem 12, our main result)
We assume that the data  of the one-dimensional Ito diffusion given by (4.1) in the introduction 
satisfy the following assumption.
A ssu m p tio n  9. The functions b,cr :]0 ,oo[—>• M are Borel-measurable,
cr2{x) > 0 , for all x > 0,
and
^ l  +  | 6 ( s ) |  -
—_ . . ds < oo for all 0 < a < (3 < oo.
<j2( s )
□
/J a
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The conditions in this assumption are sufficient for the SDE (4.1) to have a weak solution 
§* =  (Q, T ,  Tt, P i, W, X )  th a t is unique in the sense of probability law up to a possible 
explosion time (e.g., see Karatzas and Shreve [KS91, Section 5.5.C]). We assume th a t such a 
weak solution is fixed for each initial condition x  >  0 throughout the chapter. In particular, 
the scale function p and the speed measure m  given by
p(x) =  [  exp ( —2 [  du ) ds, for x > 0, (4.5)
J l  \  J c  ® (^ v  /
2
m(dx) = dx , (4.6)
a z {x)p'(x)
respectively, for some c > 0 fixed, are well-defined.
We also assume that the solution of (4.1) is non-explosive, i.e., the hitting time of the 
boundary {0, oo} of the interval ]0, oo[ is infinite with probability 1 (see Karatzas and Shreve 
[KS91, Theorem 5.5.29] for appropriate necessary and sufficient analytic conditions).
A ssu m p tio n  10. The solution of (4.1) in non-explosive. □
Relative to the discounting factor A defined by (4.3), we make the following assumption.
A ssu m p tio n  1 1 . The function r :]0, oo[—► ]0, oo[ is Borel-measurable and uniformly bounded 
away from 0, i.e., there exists ro > 0 such that r(x) > ro, for all x  > 0. Also,
r (s) 
'■(s)
ds < oo for all 0 < a < (5 < oo.
□
In the presence of Assumptions 4-11, there exists a pair of C 1 functions 0, 'ip :]0, oo[—>■ ]0 , oo[ 
with absolutely continuous first derivatives and such that
0 < (p(x) and (p'{x) < 0, for all x > 0, (4.7)
0 < ip(x) and ip'{x) > 0, for all x > 0, (4.8)
lim 0(x) - lim -0(x ) =  oo. (4.9)
zj.0 x —>oo
(p(x) =  (f)(y)Ey[e~ATy] for all y < x  and ip(x) = ^{y)¥,x [e~KTy], for all x  <  y, (4.10)
where Ty , is the first hitting time of {j/}, which is defined by Ty =  inf {t > 0 I X t  = y)  . 
Also, the functions 0 and ip are classical solutions of the homogeneous ODE
Cg(x) := ±a2(x)g"(x) + b(x)g'(x) -  r(x)g(x) = 0, (4.11)
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and satisfy
(j>{x)^}'{x) — <f>r (x)ip(x) — Cp'(x) for all x > 0, (4.12)
where C  =  0(1)0 '(1) — 0'(1)0(1) and p is the scale function defined by (4.5).
Now, let g be a C 1 functions with absolutely continuous first derivatives and such that
!. g{x) v g(x) l im - —  =  lim — —  =  0 , 
xj.0 <p[x) x->oo ljj(x)
and
E, < oo,
(4.13)
(4.14)
POO
/  e~A,\Cg(Xt )\dt 
.Jo
where C is the operator defined by (4.11). Such a function admits the analytic representation
P X  POO
g(x) = -<t>{x) /  4!{s)Cg{s)ds -  0(x) / §(s)Cg(s)ds, (4.15)
Jo Jx
where
$(x) -
(f>(x) and ^ (x )  = H x )
C a2(x)p'(x) " v~ ' C a 2(x)p'(x)
Furthermore, given any (T t)-stopping time r ,  Dynkin’s formula
Ex [e~^Tg(X T) l{ T<OQ}\ =  g(x) +  Ex f  e~AtCg(Xt)dt
U  o
holds, and
lim Ex [e A™ |</(XTJ | l {Tn<co)] =  0,
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
for every sequence of (.T^-stopping times (rn) such that rn —» oo, Px-a.s.. The existence 
of the functions 0 , -0 and the various results tha t we have listed can be found in several 
references, including Borodin and Salminen [BS02]. For future reference, we also not tha t a 
straightforward calculation involving (4.12) and (4.15) implies that
9 ^  fx) - Cp' (x) 
i>) W  ^ ( x )
POO
/  $(s)£g(s)dt
J X
(  W(s)Cg(s)ds . 
Jo
(4.19)
(4.20)
We can now complete the set of our assumptions.
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A ssu m p tio n  1 2 . The problem data is such that
x
lim
a;—>oo i p [ X )
=  0 and E, e~At\CH{Xt )\dt
IJO
< oo, (4.21)
where H  is the identity function, i.e., H{x) = x. Also, q , , cs > 0 , and there exist constants 
0 < Xb < x s such that the functions CHb and CHS, defined by
Hb(x) = x  +  cb and H s(x) = x — cs, for x  > 0,
satisfy
(4.22)
> 0 , if Xh > 0 and x < x b, I >  0 , if x < x s,
£ H b(x) { and CHs{x) ^
< 0 , if x > x b, I <  0 , if x > x s,
(4.23)
□
The following definition introduces the set of all admissible investment strategies over which 
we maximise the performance criterion Jy x^ defined by (4.2).
D efin itio n  2 . Given an initial condition (y,z) £ {0 ,1} x]0, oo[, and the associated weak 
solution ( H ,^ ,^ i ,P x,X , W )  of (4.1), an admissible investment strategy is any (^ )-ad ap ted  
finite variation caglad process Y  with values in {0 ,1} such that Yq = y. Given such a process 
Y ,  we denote by (rn) the strictly increasing sequence of (^i)-stopping times at which the 
jumps of Y  occur, which can be defined recursively by
t i  =  inf{£ > 0 | Yt ±  y)  and rj+ 1 =  inf{t > rj | Yt ±  YTj), for i  =  1, 2 , . . .  , (4.24)
with the usual convention that inf0 =  oo. We denote by A yiX the set of all admissible 
strategies. □
We conclude this section with the following remarks.
R e m a rk  4. In the context of Assumption 10, 0 can be a natural boundary point of the 
diffusion X ,  in which case, lim ^o i>{x) — 0, or an entrance boundary point, in which case, 
lim ^o ^ (x )  > 0 .  If 0 is a natural boundary point, then x b — 0, where x b is the constant 
appearing in Assumption 12. Indeed, if x b > 0 , then (4.15 ) and the strict positivity of cb 
imply that
oo =  lim < — lim [  $(s)CHb(s)ds < — [  $(s)£Hb(s)ds < oo, (4.25)
Xl O  l!)(x) X l 0 j x  JXb
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which is a contradiction. It follows that x b > 0 only if 0 is an entrance boundary point. For 
future reference, we note that, if 0 is an entrance boundary point and x b > 0 , then the last 
three inequalities in (4.25), the identity $  =  , which follows from (4.16), and the fact
that the function tp/ip is decreasing imply that
oo > f  <f>(s)£Hb(s)ds = t  ^ ( s ) ^ r \ c H b{ s ) d s > ^ \  F  V (s)H b(s)ds > 0 
Jo Jo r ( s ) W\x ) Jo
for all x  €]0,X£>[. It follows that
lim F,X\ [  '&(s)CHb(s)ds = 0 ,
zto i/>(x) Jo
which combined with (4.15 ), implies that
— lim [  $ ( s )£ H b(s)ds = lim —y r F -x io J x zjO (4.26)
□
R e m a rk  5. In view of the definition (4.11) of the operator £ , the definition (4.23) of the 
functions Hb, H s and the inequality in (4.21), we can see that
E,
" roc
/  e - A‘{\£Hb(X,)\ + \CHs(X t )\]dt
Jo
< 2EX [/J o
=  2EX /Jo
II to m H \[
Jo
<  O O .
e~At\£ H (X t)\dt
+  (cb cs)Ea 
+  (cb +  cs)Ea 
+  (cb 4- ca)
‘ POO
/  e~Atr (X t)dt 
Jo
' r oo
/  e~At dAt 
Jo
It follows tha t the functions H b, H s satisfy the corresponding requirements of (4.13)-(4.14), 
and, therefore, they have all of the corresponding properties in (4.15)-(4.18). □
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4.3 The solution  o f the control problem
The existing theory on sequential switching problems suggests that the value function v of 
our control problem should identify with a classical solution w of the HJB equation
m a x | \(r2{x)wxx{y, x ) +  b(x)wx (y , x) -  r (x )w (y , x),
w ( l - y , x ) - w ( y , x )  + y H a( x ) - ( l - y ) H b( x ) ^ = Q ,  y = 0 , 1. (4.27)
where Hi  and H s are defined by (4.22). We now solve our control problem by constructing an 
appropriate solution for this equation. To this end, we have to consider the two qualitatively 
different cases. The first one arises when it is optimal for the investor to sell as soon as the 
asset price exceeds a given level a  > 0, if y — 1, and never enter the market otherwise. In
this case, we look for a solution of the HJB equation (4.27) of the form given by
{.Aip(x), if x < a, (4.28)
H s(x), if x > a,
for some constant A. To determine the parameter A  and the free-boundary point a, we 
appeal to the so-called ” principle of smooth fit” of sequential switching and we require that 
w( 1, •) is C 1 along a , which yields the system of equations
Aip (a) =  H s(a) and Aip'(a) =  H's(a).
This system is equivalent to
H,(a) H's (a)
4>(a) i>'(a) ’ ( ’
In view of the Remark 5 and (4.20), we can see that these identities imply tha t a  > 0 should 
satisfy the equation
q(a) = 0, (4.30)
where
rx
q(x) = /  V {s)£H s{s)ds. (4.31)
Jo
The following result which we prove in the Appendix, is concerned with the solvability of 
(4.30) as well as with a necessary and sufficient condition for the function w given by (4.28) 
to satisfy the HJB equation (4.27).
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L em m a 10. In the presence of Assumptions 9-12, there exists a unique a  > 0 satisfying 
equation (4-30). Furthermore, a > cs and the function w defined by (4-28), where A  >  0 is 
given by (4-29), satisfies the HJB equation (4-27) if  and only if  the problem data is such that 
either x b — 0 or
Xb > 0 and cb > (a  — (4.32)
wW)
The second possibility arises when it is optimal for the investor to sequentially enter and 
exit the market. In this case, we postulate that the value function of our control problem 
should identify with a solution w of the HJB equation (4.27) that has the form given by the 
expressions
{ A'ip(x), if x  < 7 ,V ' (4.33)
B<j>(x) +  H s{x), if x  > 7 ,
f Aip(x) — Hb(x), if x  < (3,
10(0 ,30= 4  (4 -34)
yB(f>(x), if x  > (3,
for some constants A, B  and free-boundary points /3/y such that 0 < (3 < 7 . To determine 
these variables, we conjecture tha t the functions rc(l,-) and w(0 ,-) should be C 1 at the 
free-boundary points 7  and (3, respectively, which yields the system of equations
A'iJj(1 ) = B<f>('1) + H s(1 ), B(j>(P) = Ail>(0) -  H b(0), (4.35)
A'if'{1 ) = B<j>'{1 ) + H ls{1 ) and B t f t f )  = A ^(/3 )  -  H'b(0). (4.36)
We can check that these equations are equivalent to
H'b( P ) m  -  H b t fW W )  _  H fs(7 )0 (7 ) -  ^ ( 7 ) ^ ( 7 )A  = WWW) -  WW ) WWW) -  WWW)
_  H'hW ) W )  -  HbWWW) _  H'WWW) -  HsWWW)  
W W W )  -  W W W )  W W W )  -  W W W )
and then appeal to Remark 5, (4.12) and (4.19)-(4.20)
POO POO
A  = -  J  ${s)jC,Hb{s)ds = -  J  <f>(s)£Hs(s)ds (4.37)
'9
-13
B =  [  V (s )£ H b(s)ds = f \ ( s ) C H a{s)ds. (4.38)
Jo Jo
It follows tha t the free-boundary points 0 < (3 < 7  should satisfy the system of equations
% W i  7) =  0 and ^ ,(0 ,7 ) =  0, (4.39)
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where
roo r oo
q<ft(x ,z)  = $ ( s )£ H b( s ) d s -  $ ( s ) £ H s(s)ds (4.40)
J X  J Z
and
q1f , (x ,z )=  /  ^ ( s ) £ H b(s)ds -  
Jo
The following result is concerned with conditions, under which, there exist points 0 <  (3 < 7 
that satisfy (4.39) and the corresponding function w defined by (4.33)-(4.34) satisfies the HJB 
equation (4.27).
Lem m a 11. In the presence of Assumptions 9-12, the system of equations (4-39) has a 
unique solution 0 < /3 < 7  i f  and only if  the problem data is such that
x b > 0 and cb < (a -  cs) liniicJ-° , (4.42)
ip(ot)
where a  > cs is the unique solution of (4-30 ). In this case, the function w defined by 
(4-33)~(4-34) for A  > 0 and B  > 0 given by (4-37) and (4-38), satisfies the HJB equation 
(4.27).
We can now establish our main result.
T heorem  12. The stochastic optimisation problem formulated in Section 4-2 is well-posed. 
Furthermore,
(I) if  the problem data is such that either x b — 0 or (4-32) holds true, then v =  w, where w 
is as in Lemma 10, and the optimal strategy Y* is given by
Yt =  2/l[o)Tl*]M +  ^-]t*,oo[( )^ 1 where t {  =  inf{£ > 0 | X t > a}, (4.43)
with the convention that inf 0 =  00, and a  > 0 is the unique solution of (4-30);
(II) if the problem data is such that (4-4®) holds true, then v = w, where w is as in Lemma 
11, and the optimal strategy Y* is given by
OO
1?  =  ! « « + <4-44)
j = 0
where the (Tt)-stopping times r*, n > 1 are defined recursively by
ry+2n = inf{t > rJ+ jy .j I X t > 7 } and r*+2n+1 = inf{t > r*+2j \ X t < {3},
Af(s)CHs(s)ds. (4.41)
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for the appropriate value of j  = 0 , 1, • ■ ■, where =  Tq — 0 and 0 < (3 < 7  is the unique 
solution of the system of equations (4-39).
P ro o f. We first note that, in view of (4.7)-(4.8), there exists a constant K  > 0 such that 
Iw(y,x)\ < K(1  +  x) for all x  >  0 and y =  0 , 1,. Therefore, the function w ( y , .) satisfy the 
corresponding in (4.13). Also, the observation that
fo, if x < 7 , ( - £ H b(x), if x < (3,
£«/(!> •)(*) =  { and £w (0 ,-)(:c) =  <
| CHs(x), if x > 7 , 1^ 0, if x > /?,
and Remark 5 imply that the functions w(y, •), y = 0,1, satisfy the corresponding require­
ments of (4.14). It follows that
in(0, •) and w( 1, •) have all of the corresponding properties in (4.13) — (4.18). (4.45)
In the rest of the analysis, we may assume that the investor is long in the market at time 0,
i.e., that y — 1; the analysis of the case associated with y — 0 follows exactly the same steps.
To start with, we consider any admissible investment strategy Y  G A \ , x , and we recall that 
the jumps of Y  occur at the times composing the sequence (rn,n  > 1) defined by (4.24) in 
Definition 2 . For notational simplicity, we define tq =  0, and we note that
Tj{u) < Tj+i(u)  for all uj G {rj <  00}  and j  > 1.
Also, we note tha t limj^ooD' =  °°> Px-a.s., because Y  is a finite-variation process.
Iterating Dynkin’s formula (4.17), we obtain
2n—1
-A t ■
E E»
j =i
e Tj [Hs(A t, ) 1 { a  y Tj. = - 1 } Hb{XTj) 1{ a y ^ . = 1 } ] f y r ,<00}
71—1 71—1
= ^ E X e Atw H s(XT2.+1) 1{T2J+1 <oo} - J ^ E X e Atv H b(X T2j) l {T2j<oo} 
j =0 j = 1
71— 1
= ( x -  cs) -  (cs + cb) - ^ T  Ea 
3=1
e~Arn  1{r2j <00} +  Ea
f T 2 n
/  e - A‘YtC H ,(X t )dt 
Jo
(4.46)
Also, (4.14) and the dominated convergence theorem imply that 
E,
POO
/  e~A‘YtCHs{Xt)dt — lim Ex f T" e~A'Y t£ H s(X t )dt
Jo 71—►OO J o
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Combining this observation with the limit
lim Ea
n —KX>
e - ^ n H b(X n n ) =  0 ,
which holds thanks to (4.18) and the fact that lim ^ooT n =  oo, we can see that
J\,x0 0  =  limn .— ►nn f  *
3= 1
G[—oo, oo[.
e Atj H s(X Tj ) 1 { A Yt. =-i} -  Hb{XTj) 1 { a v Tj =i} - { T j < O o } (4.47)
(4.48)
It follows tha t Ji,x {Y) is well-defined and our optimisation problem is well-posed.
To proceed further, we recall (4.45) and we iterate Dynkin’s formula (4.17 ) to calculate
E, e  2 " U ; ( 0 ,  ^ r 2 n ) l { r 2 n < 0o }
n — 1
j=0
= w ( l ,x )  +  ^ 2 Ex e AT2J+1 [W ( ° ’ X T2j + 1 ) -  w 0 - i X r * j + 1 ) ]
n —1
+  e T2j [w ( l ’X T2j) — w (0 ,X T2j)\ l { T2j<oo}
3 =  1 
7 1 — 1
+EE
3= 1
Adding the term
2 n —1
7T2^ + 1 * 1 ! T /‘T2J+2 *
/ e "At£u;(l,A :0dt +  /  e X t)dt
T2j J j= o L T2J + 1
E E*
j = i
e Ari [Hs{XTj) l {&YTj=-i} ~ Hb(X Tj) l {AYTj=i}]l{Tj<oo}
71— 1 71 — 1
=EE4e AT2<+iff»(x^ +1)1{^+1<~}J -E E4e Ar2iHb(-x ^ 1 i <^0 0}
j =0 j= l
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on both sides of this identity, we obtain
2 n —1
-At,
E E»
j= i
e  j  [ ^ s ( - ^ t j ) 1 { a v ; 3,w - 1 } H f j  ( X T j ) 1  { a  YTj. —i }] 1  ( Tj- < oo}
w (l,x ) - E *  [e_AT2n^(0 ,X ^n) l {T2n<oo}]
71 — 1
+EE>
j=o
71 — 1
f T i j  +  1 1  [  / ‘ T 2 J  +  2
/  e "At£u ;(l,X f)d t /  e~At £tu(0 ,* i)d t
T 2j  J J=0 L 2J +  1
(4.49)
+  ^  ' Ex e 2j+1 [iu(0,XT2j+1) n ;( l ,X T2.+1) +  H s(X T2j+1)\ l {T2j+1<oo}
j = o
n —1
+  ^ E x e~Ar^  [ w ( l ,X T2j) -  w (0 ,X T2j) -  H b(X T2j)\ l { T2j<oo} ■ 
j =1
This calculation and the fact that w satisfies the HJB equation (4.27), imply that
i-2n—1
Ea; 'y ]  e J ( ^ T j  ~  c s ) l { A y Tj. = - l }  — (XTj +  c b )l{ A V x J = l}
' j = l
< w (l,x ) -  Ea; [e_AT2-u ;(0 ,X r2n) l {T2n<oo}] .
In view of (4.48), the fact that
lim Ea; [e_AT2nW(0 , ^ T2n) l { <oo}] = 0 ,
71—»00
which follows from (4.18) and (4.45), we can pass to the limit n  —» oo in (4.49) to obtain the 
inequality J i iX(Y) < w(l,'x), which implies that u ( l,x )  < w{ l ,x ) .
The nature of the strategy Y* given by (4.43) or (4.44), depending on the case, is such 
that (4.49) hold with equality. By passing to the limit n  —► oo as above, we therefore obtain 
Ji,x{Y) = w (l,x ), which establishes the inequality u ( l,x )  > w (l ,x ) .
To complete the proof, we still have to show that the process Y* given by (4.44) is a finite 
variation process. In particular, we have to show th a t Pa: (limn->oo t *  < oo) =  0. To this end, 
we use the definition (4.3) of the discounting factor A, the strong Markov property of the 
process X  and (4.10) we obtain
E,
r -A * 1 — A  * /  f T2n+1 T2n \
e  2 n + l HII e T 2 n  Ex
8XP V Jo rl L  + I 1
=  E  
=  0(7)
m
e A r 2 n E
Ea
7
-A.
exp -
CTp
/  r ( X . )
Jo
ds
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Similarly, we can see that
E, r - A t*  1 e  2n = r - A t*  1 e  2n- 1
^ ( 7 )
These calculations and the dominated convergence theorem imply that
E, V -At*lim e 2n+1
_n— > 0 0
= lim Ea
71—> 0 0
(m m \n _ 0 ,
the second equality following from the facts tha t <fi (resp., ip) is strictly decreasing (resp., in­
creasing) and (3 < 7 . This conclusion contradicts the possibility tha t Px (lim ^oo  r* < 00) > 
0 , and the proof is complete. □
4.4 Exam ples
4 .4 .1  T h e  u n d er ly in g  is a g e o m e tr ic  B ro w n ia n  m o tio n
Suppose tha t X  is a geometric Brownian motion, so that
d X t =  bXt dt +  a X t dW t ,
for some constants b and a > 0 , and that r (x ) =  ro for all x  > 0 , for some constant ro > b. 
In this case, Assumptions 9-11 axe all satisfied,
(p(x) = xm and ip(x) — x n,
where the constants m  < 0 <  n  are given by
m ,  n  =
-  (b -  \ a 2) ± J { b -  \cr2) 2 +  2a2r
In view of the equivalence r$ > b &  n >  1 (if ro < b n  < 1, then (4.21) will not satisfied), 
we can see th a t (4.21) in Assumption 4.22 is satisfied. Also, it is straightforward to check 
tha t the inequalities in (4.23) of Assumption 4.22 also hold true for
r e ,
£b =  0 and x s =
r — b
4 .4 .2  T h e  u n d er ly in g  is a m ea n -r e v e r tin g  C E V  p r o cess
Suppose th a t X  is the mean-reverting CEV process given by
dXt = k{6 -  X t)dt +  a X lt dWt .
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for some constants k ,0 ,a  > 0 and I E [ |,  1[ such th a t 2k6 > a2 if I =  and that r(x) =  ro 
for all x > 0 , for some constant ro > b. Assumptions 9-11 are all satisfied, while, the mean- 
reverting nature of X  implies th a t (4.21) in Assumption 4.22 also holds true. Furthermore, 
it is straightforward to check tha t the inequalities in (4.23) of Assumption 4.22 are satisfied 
for
kO -  rch  , k0 +  rcs
x\) =  0 V —-------- and x s - — ---------.
k +  r  k +  r
4.5 A ppendix: proof of Lemmas 10 and 11
P ro o f  o f L em m a 10. In view of the strict positivity of the function 4/ and (4.23) in
Assumption 12, we can see that
> 0 , if x  < xs ,
q'(x) = y ( x ) £ H s(x )=  I (4.50)
[ < 0 , if x > x s ,
This observation and the fact tha t q(0) =  0 imply tha t there exists a unique a > 0 satisfying
equation (4.30 ) if and only if limx_>00 q(x) < 0. To see tha t this inequality indeed holds, we
note that the definition of H s and (4.21) in Assumption 12 imply that
H s(x) x - c a j  H s{x)■ - - v -  -  > 0 for all x > cs and lim =  0 ,
ip{x) w{x) z-kx> ipyx)
while (4.20) and the definition (4.31) of q imply tha t
H SV  , . Cp'(x) [ x T/ , Cp’ix) , N
- j ) ( x )=  I ^ CH‘ ^ ds = (4-5l)
Since q is strictly decreasing in ]xs,oo[, we can see tha t these facts can all be true only if 
liniz-xx, q(x) < 0, as required. For future reference, we also note that this conclusion and 
(4.50) imply that the unique solution a > 0 of the equation q(a) — 0 is such that
r x
x s < a  and q(x) =  / ^ ( s)CHs(s)ds > 0 for all x < a. 
Jo
(4.52)
By construction, we will show that the function w defined by (4.28) satisfies the HJB 
equation (4.27) if we show that
w;(0 , x) — w ( l ,x )  +  H s{x) = — A'ip(x) +  H s(x) < 0 for all x < a, (4.53)
C w (l ,x )  =CHs(x) < 0 for all x > a, (4.54)
w ( l ,x )  — w(0 , x) — Hb(x) =A'ip(x) — Hb(x) < 0 for all x  < a. (4.55)
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and
w ( l ,x )  — w(0 , x) — H b{x) —x — cs — (x +  cb) < 0 for all x > a. (4.56)
The last of these inequalities is plainly true, while (4.54) follows immediately from the first
inequality in (4.52) and assumption (4.23). In view of (4.29), we can see th a t (4.53) is
equivalent to
H s{x)  x cs ot cs   H s{a)
# r )  "  i>(x) ~  </>(a) ~  i>(a) '
which is indeed true, thanks to (4.51) and (4.52). Similarly, we can verify tha t (4.55) is
equivalent to
H b(x) x + cb a - c 8 _  H s(a) . .——-  = — > -  - =  —  for all x < a. (4.57)
yj{x) W\x ) W\a ) WKa )
In view of the calculation
f )  W  =  n s ) £ H b(s)dS = ^ ^ ^ ( x ) - ( c b + c , ) J o
which follows from (4.20) and the definition of q, we can see that, if x b =  0, then the function 
H b/t!) is strictly decreasing and (4.57) is true, while, if x b > 0, then there exists x  G ]^ ,a [  
such that the function ify/V’ is strictly increasing in ]0 ,ir[ and strictly decreasing in ]x, a], in
which case (4.57) is true if and only if the inequality (4.32) is true. □
P ro o f  o f L em m a 11. We first note that the definition (4.11) of the operator L, the definition
(4.22) of the functions Hb and Hs, (4.23) in Assumption 12, and the definition (4.40) of the
function q$ imply that
r z  r o o
q<j,(x,z) = I $ ( s )£ H b(s)ds -  (cb +  cs) / 4>(s)r(s)ds < 0 for all x b <  x < z. (4.58)
J  X J  Z
This observation implies th a t the system of equations (4.39) has no solution 0 <  (3 < 7  if 
x b = 0. Furthermore, if the system of equations (4.39) has a solution 0 < (3 < 7 , then 
(3 E]0 ,£j,[. We therefore assume that the problem data  is such that x b > 0 in what follows, 
and we look for a solution 0 < (3 < 7 of (4.39) such tha t (3 E]0,£{,[.
In view of the equation (4.30) tha t a  > 0 satisfies and the second inequality in (4.52), we 
can see that
r o o
lim qjj(x, z) = q(x) — /  ^ ( s ) £ H s(s)ds > 0 for all x  <  x b.
z ^ ° °  J a
Also, the strict positivity of the function and (4.23) in Assumption 12 imply tha t
da,1, < 0, if z < x s,
x ,z )  = - * ( z ) £ H s( z ) {
I >  0 , if z > x s ,
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Combining these observations with the fact that
r x  r x
q^(x ,x)  = V(s)[£Hh(s) -  £ H a(s)]ds = ~ (cb + cb) ty(s)r(s)ds < 0,
Jo Jo
we can see that there exists a unique function L  :]0, x b[—> R+ such that
x s < L(x)  and q^(x ,L (x))  =  0 . (4.59)
Furthermore, we can differentiate the identity q^(x, L(x)) = 0 with respect to x  to obtain
L '{x) =  > 0 foraJ1 x < X b ' (4-60) 
and combine the equation (4.30), which a  > 0 satisfies, with the definition of q^ to see that
limZ/(x) =  a. (4-61)
xio
In view of (4.7)-(4.8), (4.23) and (4.60), we can see that
d , r /  „  $ ( z W L (z ) )  — $ (L (rr)W z i , .
cj>(x)i/j{L{x)) -  (f){L{x))^(x)
C a 2(x)p'(x),if)(L(x)) b
<0  for all x < x b.
This inequality and the observation tha t limx|a;b q ^ x ,  L(x))  < 0, which follows from (4.58), 
(4.59) and the assumption that x b < x s, imply th a t there exists a unique point (3 >  0 such 
that q^,(P,L((3)) — 0 if and only if
lim ^ (/3,L(/3)) >  0 .
We conclude this part of the analysis by observing that the unique solution of the system of 
equations (4.39) satisfies
0 < (3 < x b and 7  =  L{(3) > x s. (4-62)
In particular, we note that
By construction, we will show that the function w defined by (4.33)-(4.34) satisfies the 
HJB equation (4.27) if we show that
gs(x ) := w(0 , x) — w( 1, x) +  H s(x) < 0 for all x < 7 , (4.63)
£ w ( l , x ) =  £ H s{x) <  0 for all x > 7 , (4.64)
£w {0,x) =  —£ H b(x) <  0 for all x < /3 , (4.65)
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and
gb( x ) '.= w ( l ,x )  — w(0,x) — H b(x) < 0 for all x > (3 .  (4.66)
The inequalities (4 .64) and (4 .65) follow immediately from (4 .23) in Assumption 12 and 
(4 .62). Also, (4 .63) for x  < (3, as well as (4 .66) for x > 7 , is equivalent to — (cb +  cs) < 0 , 
which is true by assumption. Finally, to establish (4 .63) and (4 .66) for x  E [^ ,7 ]. We use 
(4 .15) and (4 .3 7 )-(4 .3 8 )  to calculate
gs{x) = -  Aip(x) +  B<f>{x) + H s(x)
=  -■0(20 [ \ ( s m s ) d s + m  [ \ ( s m s ) d s ,
J  X  J  X
gb(x) = A ^{x)  -  B(j){x) -  H h{x)
= —'ip(x) f  $ (s )£ H b(s)ds +  cf){x) f  '$l(s)£Hb(s)ds ,
J p  J p
Furthermore, we use the definition (4.16 ) of the function 4>, 4/ to obtain
g's(x) = -  'ip'(x) f  $ ( s )£ H s(s)ds +  (f) {x) f  4>(s )£ H s(s)ds, (4-67)
Jx Jx
g'b(x) = - i j ,{x) I** <S>(s)£Hb{s)ds + (f)'{x) [ X V (s )£ H b(s)ds. (4 .68)
J p  J p
In view of (4.23) in Assumption 12 and the inequalities <fi' < 0 < 1//, we can see that these 
identities imply that
g's{x) > 0 for all x  E [£s ,7 [  and gb{x) < 0, for all x  e]/5,X{,[.
These inequalities and the fact tha t gs(7 ) =  gb((3) =  0, which follows from (4.35), imply tha t
gs(x ) < 0 for all x  E [xs, 7 [ and gb(x) < 0 for all x  e] fi ,xb[
Combining these inequalities with the identities
gs(P) = H s{(3) -  H b(p) = ~ (cs +  cb) and gh{i)  =  ^ ( 7 ) -  H h(i)  = ~(cs +  cb),
which follow from (4.35), we can see that gs{x)\ gb(x) < 0 for all x E [/3,7 ], as re­
quired, provided that gs (resp., gb) does not have a strictly positive local maximum in 
]/5, x s[(resp.: ]xb, 7 [). We can see that this is indeed the case by noting that
£gs(x) =  £ H s(x) > 0 for all x e ]/3,x s], £gb{x) = —£ H b{x) > 0 for all i E  [xi,,7 [,
and then appealing to the maximum principle. □
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